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he Brits used to be proud of the saying,“The sun never sets on
the British Empire.”Those days are long gone, thankfully, but
the phrase came to mind when considering the writers featured in
this new issue. Our writers this time hail from Canada, Ireland, Israel,
Puerto Rico, and Australia, in addition to the continental United
States. Instead of being united by subjugation, these talented people
are connected by a passion for writing. So you might say the sun
never sets on great storytelling.
There is movement, however glacial, toward this form of unification. It’s mostly visual and digital, but the core of it is the human
need to tell and to hear stories. It is what connects us and what helps
break down barriers between us. Perhaps the truth of that lies
within the fact that despite our many technological advancements,
so many people still take joy in writing and reading the old-fashioned way, in a simple book with words on pages.
We hope you enjoy this one.

T

– Joe, Zac, Renee, Marci, David, Zoë,
Ronak, Lauren,Ai, and Tommy
Editor’s Note: We have not Americanized spellings and grammar
native to other English-speaking countries, but have left them in
their original form in order to fully convey the voices of our
authors.
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This issue’s cover artist, Dina
Brodsky, was born in Minsk,
Belarus. She moved to the
U.S. in 1991, and now lives
and works in NewYork City.
She was educated at University of Massachusetts Amherst
Udaipur, from the series
and the New York Academy
“One More Shelter.”
of Art, where she received
her MFA. Brodsky calls herself a contemporary realist miniaturist,
painter and curator.The form, she believes, encourages viewers to
focus more deeply on the subject, forcing them to pay attention to
that which is usually overlooked.This is a return to a tradition that
had been prominent in many over through the centuries, but has
been largely abandoned in the 21st century.
Since becoming a professional, Brodsky has created several series
of artworks. Her “One More Shelter” series, from which our cover
image,“After Vermeer,” is taken, is based on situations she has seen
since moving to New York City. “I can’t help but notice an entire

generation of NewYorkers seemingly
lost on their own streets,” she says.“I
want to tell their stories, creating in
miniature a narrative of the places
they left to search for their city
dreams, and of the price they paid, of
the loneliness and alienation that can
frequently be experienced in the
multi-varied, glittering kaleidoscope
of life that New York consists of.”
Other series include “Desert
Places,” named for the Robert Frost
poem of the same title. Each of the
From “The Secret Life of Trees.” nine works evokes a sense of melancholy exuded by formerly occupied spaces. This series had its
beginnings a few years ago, during a bicycle trip through Iceland,
with its surreal and unpopulated landscape.
The series “Cycling Guide to Lilliput” is a combination of her
twin passions of painting and cycling. Each miniature is an attempt
to capture a specific moment from her travels.“Secret Life of Trees”
explores the synergy in which all living things exist in a system of
checks and balances, ultimately reliant on each other for survival.
Standing firm, as the steadfast icon of this basic truth is the tree.
Brodsky is considered a social media influencer, and has more
than 400,000 followers on Instagram. She teaches at several institutions, including the Castle Hill Center for the Arts, the Long Island
Academy of Fine Art,
and the Metropolitan
Museum of Art. She
also teaches privately.
To see many additional samples of her
work, reviews of her
shows, and other
information, visit
dinabrodsky.com.
New Mexico, from the series “Desert Places.”
About the Cover
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Hunting Crows Year-Round
PHILLIP SCOTT MANDEL

“There is something typically American about the crow, for this
black rascal has successfully fought his way along through the
years meeting all natural, as well as man-made, obstacles with
an uncanny strength, born of united action.”
– Charles Stanhope Adams, Hunting Crows Year Round (1953)
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Spring.
My past shall not be prologue to my present. Moments of true
discovery are rare and should be cherished: the awakening of soul,
the opening of eyes.Ah, we’re all now so jaded.There’s nothing we
don’t know and yet, still we are surprised; like the crow is a much
larger thing than you realized, so was her heart.You were so sharp,
so quick, so cunning. Her love was humble, a dull, blunt thing.
Dishonest words so easily flowed off your tongue.A shame to shoot
such fine birds, just to satisfy the lust to kill something so large.
The horror. She was a falling leaf, allowed herself to be persuaded.
There’s no sport in taking advantage of the old or young; like firing
up into the nest of a crow and seeing the defenseless young blown
up and apart. Oh, the sin of lust, and all it guarantees.You allowed
yourself to be manipulated. Be warned fairly that a taste of successful
crow hunting is like being exposed to an incurable disease, but one
that is, by no means, unpleasant.

Summer.
The moment I found Hunting CrowsYear Round I knew, this is for me,
because I am a collector, a hoarder, a thieving magpie of the arcane
and unique and totally useless, and its clean, intact dust jacket meant
it had been cared for; someone went out of their way to buy this
sadistic little book and kept it lovingly on their shelf for decades,
perhaps referring back every now and then, like ol’ Keats consulting
Chapman’s Homer. It’s a first printing, too, though, of course, it was
never printed again.The book was published a year after my mother
was born; an antique, which means my mother is an antique.A relic
from a bygone age, a woman playing games on a computer who
feels the need to justify:“I just like to play my games, it relaxes me.”
The horror. No matter how much you prepare for what you think
are inevitabilities, you will always be surprised.
Autumn.
You’re a bad man, Mandel, and I wonder, when did I become a bad
man? Now I’ve become the kind of man I wouldn’t let near my
own daughter. Used to be such a nice boy, didn’t I? Never wanted
to hurt anyone. Cried easily. Spent hours grieving the less fortunate
and the dead. I played it off as such a perfect ruse, the actor: I was
innocent, I was hurt, I was humiliated, I turned my fury inward, but
in reality I was a crow, and everyone else was a songbird.
The horror. It never took that much for me to feel degraded. But
the past is prologue and my childish wrath may augur the pain I’ve
caused with wicked actions and spiteful words; let me not go into
the field with the thought of slaughter. Spend hours making and
unmaking and making the bed. For only sadists take pleasure in
murdering crows.
Winter.
I was married once upon a time, young lovers with such potential.
My wife was paralyzed in my web of deceit, her heart a-flutter in
her breast. I lied about my love and broke my promises; I lied about
Phillip Scott Mandel
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my actions and whereabouts; nestled in the fortress walls of her love,
broad and mighty. I enjoyed the space between the phonemes i and
lv and u but measuring the rate at which our certain utterances
coalesced is how you calculate the differential. My downfall was her
downfall.
The horror. Divorce was rebirth. Death gives life to maggots. Once
upon a time, mythologies were considered essential; essential knowledge: something every man should know: like how to shoot a gun
and hunt, how to hit and catch a ball. How to treat a woman, how
to stay cool in a crisis. How to change a tire in the rain, how to be
a pioneer. Make things, like Daedalus. Open doors, Janus.You swoon
for Helen.You are ruined by Cressida.You are comforted by Isis.
And always subject to the whims of Aphrodite.

Back to the Table of Contents
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Hunting Crows Year-Round

Love Drips and Gathers
FIACHRA KELLEHER

ane knew the curtains were Prussian blue. She was no art student,
being too busy for art, but she did take history. Not that taking
history for the Leaving you should know anything about Prussia.
You learned about Irish independence and the fifty years in which
things seemed to be going well for the Americans. History was,
however, one of the humanities, which meant that generally weaker
students took it, the stronger students opting for something more
respectably STEM, which brought down the standard you needed
to sit higher on the bell curve, and so Jane had picked it, finished the
project a year early, and had just gotten a H1 in her Christmas exam,
the last history exam she’d sit before the Pre, which was the last
history exam she’d sit before the real Leaving Cert, which was the
last exam she’d have to sit ever, she may as well think, because
thinking this was one last push, and that from June onwards she’d
never have to know dread and drudgery again until she was a parent,
she supposed—that was a nice feeling.
The curtains were Prussian blue.They signified the Feis, Father
Feis Maitiú, onetime Cork-based abolitionist philanthropist, now
the name of a sort of fossilised auditorium just off an umbriferous
quay in the city centre, which played host to The Feis, The Feis
Maitiú recital competition.The auditorium also hosted bingo, she’d
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heard. She’d heard, too, that the Feis Maitiú was the second largest
recital competition in the world, second only to some big one in
China, and though she knew it was a competition that went on for
months and she had, herself, competed in it in piano recital, poetry
recital, violin recital, Irish drama, English drama (contemporary),
Shakespearean drama, school choir recital,“group action songs” ages
10 and under (again with the school), and knew there were categories like group drama and individual and group mime and every
mainstream classical and traditional Irish instrument in every age
category from six to eighteen and over, she did not quite believe
this bit of Corkist propaganda—it went too well with them being
the second city and having the world’s second largest natural
harbour and of course it would be “China” whatever lazily
dreaming pintman would have named as the biggest one, because
things were always being projected onto the vast unknowable East
in the west, even if your bit of the west was a former colony, small,
on the margins of Europe, itself. Ignorance goes in both directions,
all directions, but differently.
She knew Prussian blue because on a wild day in October when
she was streets ahead of where she needed to be on the curriculum,
and her classmates were trying to get their heads around some very
basic concept like the Jarrow March or something, she’d gone on
the computer she was allowed to use in class because of her dyslexia
and looked up the Prussian empire. Usually she’d use spare time like
this—lots of school time was spare time, she had realised—to look
at maths notes. But she’d been in a good mood and was finding
complex numbers easy and decided on a flight of fancy.
She’d read the whole Wikipedia page, which was quite long and
referenced hundreds of seemingly very important historical events
she had never heard of. She wondered whether very educated
people—who were generally English she’d noticed, and who did
irrelevant but still apparently very employable degrees and took part
in University Challenge and ended up in the British cabinet—she
wondered whether to be like them would you have to spend lots
of time reading Wikipedia pages at random and generally reading
everything at random, and you wouldn’t, then, have much time for
Love Drips and Gathers

study or for conscientiousness, but you’d turn out sort of romantically brilliant, the notion of which she found appealing but
terrifying. Because that was all very well for rich English people, but
in Ireland if you were from a normal family like hers you had to
stick a bit closer by the social contract, which vaguely stated something like you should use school and university to become
employable and you’d be rewarded when you were thirty-five with
a nice life and more time for hobbies. For now, however, hobbies
weren’t hobbies but burgeoning skills, and they could be assessed.
She was backstage at the Feis, she reminded herself.They’d called
her up, it was very dark backstage, and she’d just sat down.
There were eight of them competing and they were playing
Brahms to start—an intermezzo. Each of them would put their own
spin on Brahms and then play something of their own choosing—
like Mastermind, sort of.
She was on sixth. Having turned eighteen, she had to compete
in the adult category now, which was actually less competitive than
under eighteens, because the adults had two categories,“Senior” and
“Advanced”, and she was in the former, less hardcore competition.
And going by her kid sisters and her friends and then thinking
about herself and then thinking about the older people she knew,
she thought the under eighteens might be more competitive,
anyway, even if the standard were lower, given how just competitive
you had to be these days, and how it was only becoming more and
more so with people training their kids nowadays, not letting them
play in the forest or whatever, and you couldn’t just take off down
the rail tracks and find a dead body or float Mississipily into
mischief, and you were supposed to play educational games and her
mother seemed embarrassed if she ever admitted to sometimes just
watching TV with her children.
Of course if, at senior level, you won the easier competition,
you left yourself open to Big Fish accusations, so you had to try win
but not by too much. Big fish conspicuousness wasn’t her problem
here though—Rebecca Furey was on first. In the Cork School of
Music, where they both got their lessons, Jane had been trying to
win the tuition scholarship off her since Grade One. Technically,
Fiachra Kelleher
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anyone who got 90 or over in the exam got a scholarship, but this
was another limited-resources-leading-to-there-being-a-bell-curve
type situation and Jane had only ever gotten 89. Seven years in a
row. Piano was one of many hobbies Jane had. She was very conscientious about it, practiced an hour daily, and really enjoyed it. But
both of Rebecca Furey’s parents taught at the School of Music, and
she had to sort of hang around there while she waited for a lift
home from school or whatever, hang around in a building with a
few hundred baby grand Steinway pianos in it and not much to do.
And Jane always felt her arms were too short, relative to her body, to
be a great pianist. Musical talent is only genetic up to a point, after
which it is not genetic, after which point it starts being genetic
again. Rebecca Furey was preeminent, conservatoire bound. Jane
envied that sort of specialisation more than she envied her ability to
play.And she really envied that ability to play.
But she reckoned they might give her the 90 this year, given
that Eight was the last grade and so she’d have no tuition fee to
apply a scholarship to next year, so it wouldn’t cost them anything,
and it was all economics, you see. She would really like that. She
would particularly have liked the scholarship all those other years,
to save her parents the money, but this year she supposed she wanted
it for purely selfish reasons. She wanted to be cut slack, and being
cut slack was always selfish.
All the same, everyone here could probably play. It would be
enjoyable to listen. It was about the most unimpeachable excuse you
could have to miss half a day of school.This was, after all, one of the
Feis categories that got an audience of people who weren’t just
parents. Shady sorts who paid the three euro to sit in the empty
auditorium darkness and listen to classical piano with maybe a few
mistakes in it. Cork was no culture capital.
Cian McKeever was fifth and she was sixth, so they were called
together to wait backstage while the fourth, some poor privately
tutored soul from the country somewhere, stumbled through the
Brahms and whoever she’d chosen, probably Mozart. Jane and Cian
were in the habit of being called backstage together at the Feis, or
of being in interschools debates together (in English or Irish) and
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put on the same side of the motion but on different teams, so they’d
be in competition with one another sort of laterally. In competition
against just the fact of another person, really. Just in competition in
a sort of bell curve-type situation again, really, was how she thought
about it.
Cian was familiar and nice, and so was his presence backstage
at the Feis.They were both nervous and Cian didn’t mind admitting he was, which she liked; he was very in touch with his
humanity, that boy. Cian was deep-chested, and the red was ageing
out of his hair; he was wearing ski mitts to keep his fingers warm.
They were competing for second place, most probably, for which at
the Feis you got a Bronze medal, which Jane thought was a great
touch.
“I’ve decided that my only hope is to distract you,” whispered
Cian. “Unfortunately, I have no means of doing so, so I need your
help.What are you playing other than the Brahms?”
Shostakovich. She liked the Russians.
“Ah cool. I’m playing Gershwin.”
The country girl was slaughtering the Brahms. Jane could see
her through the stage exit slat. She hadn’t worn black, like you were
supposed to. She was butchering poor Brahms; drowning the duck,
hammering the elephant to an agonising death. Jane only wanted
the others to be worse than her, she didn’t want them to be actually
bad. She met people halfway by being really as good as she could
possibly manage. She was exactly that generous.
“Have you ever seen Manhattan?”
“What?” She was looking morbidly fascinatedly out at the girl
onstage, who wasn’t sitting on the stool properly. She hadn’t even
learned the Brahms off by heart.
“You know, the Woody Allen movie.”
“Oh, no.”
“That has a lot of Gershwin in it anyway. Features very prominently. It’s nice, isn’t it, when stuff from the weird classical music
side of our lives meets the real part?”
She turned to face him.The varnish-dark bench boomcracked.
“Yeah.” At camogie she didn’t fit in because she played the
Fiachra Kelleher
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piano. In the School of Music you felt people could tell your parents
hadn’t learned instruments. In school she was groupless without
being unpopular. It wasn’t easy to strive without the things inside
yourself rising, converging, clashing.“Alright, I’m distracted.”
“Amazing.” He made a show of casting around the gloom for
something else.“This bench is exactly like a miniature church pew.”
“Nah, that’s not very distracting—post-Christian zeitgeist.Tell
me more about your deeply compartmentalised life. Do you have a
complex?”
“Are you sure you’re not a Woody Allen fan?”
“Behind your dark-rimmed glasses is there a…” she motioned
him.
“The coiled sexual energy of a jungle cat! I knew you’d’ve seen
it.”
“My dad likes him.”
They smiled.The girl started playing something, much better.
Cian made his face complimentary and confidential, kind. Not a
difficult piece but very emotive—or emotional, anyway, in the right
way. One of the Romantics. Jane knew Rebecca Furey would know
who it was by the stylistic features, or just by knowing it.
“I’ve always thought of white keys like boys and black keys like
girls,” said Cian.
“Wha?”
“Boys are the mainstream, right? The default that you learn first.
And they play nice together. Everything’s fine when you play white
keys, things just get complicated when you add the girls in. The
black keys don’t even play nice with each other.The more girls the
key signature is telling me I need to have involved in my masculine
utopia the more disgusted I am, the more hassle is being generated
for me.”
“Cian, there’s shamelessly trying to distract your opponent, and
then there’s just embarrassing yourself.”
“I don’t do small talk.”
Jane wanted him to regain some credibility, but while she was
swilling a softball comment for him to respond to and recover with,
the country girl finished up. Her second piece had been way too
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short.A Grade Five piece. But when she ducked her head in backstage out of the scattered applause, Jane congratulated her, and
meant it.The girl had soul.
Cian McKeever had no soul. He was a technical player. He hit
the piano harder when the sheet music told him to, not when he
felt something in the notes. The sheet music, Jane knew, was just
some reprint of the original, which would have had no dynamics,
no instructions for which fingers to use or when to press the
pedal—it was just some intermediary’s interpretation. If you ignored
their input, you could communicate directly with Brahms.Very sort
of beyond the grave.You could have his notes and make them yours,
briefly.
Jane came to the Feis, primarily, to win. But she also came
because hearing other people play the piece you had practiced
yourself was thrilling, thrilling to a reserved part of yourself that
everyone had but it was difficult to get in touch with. She’d even
enjoyed the under 10s poetry recitals her kid sisters had taken part
in this year, where forty children took turns saying things like,“I’m
not waving, but drowning,” or,“A foot for every year.”And that had
been fun not only because the kids obviously had no idea what they
were talking about but because some of them, sometimes, eerily, did.
Somehow those poets had put sounds together in a way that made
you understand them even if you really didn’t. And a middle-aged
man’s angst could be moving—was more moving, really—when a
little girl performed it, nervous and stock still and tiny illumined
against the darkness of an auditorium. And with music, well, it was
nonverbal, preverbal, so you didn’t need an English vocabulary, only
an emotional one. It was just vibrations in the air. It cut through.
And an emotional vocabulary, she knew, was unteachable.That’s
why they hadn’t put it on the Leaving Cert. She would get a H1.
Cian played well. Jane had shifted down the bench to make
room for the country girl, so she couldn’t see him, but she could
hear him getting all the timings right.The Gershwin sounded difficult without being impressive. He wished her luck when he came
backstage.
At the Feis, you waited backstage while the applause for
Fiachra Kelleher
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whoever was before you settled down, which didn’t take long.Then
you waited in the silence for the adjudicator to finish writing her
remarks, at which point she would call you out, always sounding
impatient.The Feis hall has wonderful silence. In it, you hear those
perfect coughs and shuffles that are exactly how you imagine
coughs and shuffles sound.You go out and get blinded by the stagelights momentarily, which are gold-hued and jarring after the near
nighttime backstage.You walk over to the piano then, and the more
time you spend fussing over the height of the stool the better. Jane
really felt they should let whoever was next come out and get
everything set up for themselves while the adjudicator was writing,
so they wouldn’t be waiting on one another. Adults are inefficient.
They don’t understand being squeezed for time like your generation does. Just as, for decorum reasons, you couldn’t come onto the
stage until the adjudicator called you (she didn’t call you, actually,
she rang a bell, which is why it sounded impatient). Jane had never
seen anyone wipe down the keys before they started, even though
they were always slick with sweat.This year she had decided to wipe
the keys as a sort of statement of intent to herself but she’d forgotten
the tissues at her seat. Having tissues was not part of her Feis routine,
and she knew from hockey, debating, drama, Irish dancing, camogie,
and especially school exams, that you needed routine if you were
going to succeed.
To play a song under stagelight. She looked at the curtains.
Their Prussian blueness interrupted only by another-shade-of-blue
sign that said FEIS MAITIÚ COMPETITION, 1927 - 2019,
below which, on a yellow plinth, was a yellow bust of Maitiú
himself. It was important to take much more time to begin than
you needed, to show you were comfortable and that you deeply
respected the music. She looked at the black and white keys. She
did not see a gender metaphor. She saw a racial metaphor, now that
she thought of it. How the best harmonies relied on the black and
white mixing in complex ways that were more difficult to achieve
but inevitable all the same, inevitable that you’d have to try, at least,
if you wanted to get anywhere, once you got into the big leagues.
That was a ludicrous thought. She was deeply embarrassed to
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have thought it. And yet, she had never been so struck by it all. By
this white mainstream you learned first and referred everything back
to.Why was she feeling solidarity only now, when she was at her
most privileged, playing piano—albeit a privileged piano playing
she worried her parents had to scrimp and save to afford? Her
mother was somewhere out there in the darkness with the sisters.
You couldn’t see their faces down in the seats, you could only see
the adjudicator, her desk and its lamp a little island of light just off
the centre aisle. She was wearing a respectable blouse, responsible
earrings. Jane was wearing black. This wasn’t her first time. It
wouldn’t be her last.
She was distracted.
“When you’re ready,” the adjudicator said, which Jane knew the
adjudicator only said if you were taking absolutely ages. She saw her
hands start to shake.You could have discord among only white keys,
too. Or only black. Nothing about her life was metaphorical.Would
she really have to sit the Leaving Cert? Was there a metaphor for
not getting 625? Every opportunity is really a test. She put her hands
in position.Tested the pedals—they were much lighter than the ones
at home or in the School of Music, which wasn’t fair. It wasn’t fair
that they all had to use this strange, oily piano—if something was
unfair on everyone then people pretended it was fair. She was
complaining now. She hated complaining.
“Please,” said the adjudicator, a little too sternly for her liking.
It was just what she needed. She started the Brahms sternly
herself, and the whole piece took on a coldness she had never found
in it before—because she hadn’t been looking, until now—and the
middle section, the heart where things got knotted and where the
country girl had come to a complete halt, that became its warm
centre, its meandering, likeable personality. She played the final
chords like a rebuke, returning to the argument as though it were
hers, having fiddled it through its rangy permutations and stoking
it now, prodding the keys like the chords were coming together in
self-reference. It was like an avant-garde rendition. But no, it had soul,
not like experimental stuff at all. She’d played it better than Rebecca
Furey, miles better than anyone else. She and It were somewhere
Fiachra Kelleher
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between ownership and intimacy. She was settled now, sort of
breathing heavily and hot under the lights.
She played the Russian. She played well.
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In the lobby during the adjudication break, where the floor sloped
really noticeably down away from the refreshments counter out
through the three doors down the thick, old carpet to the stage, like
the proscenium was a vortex pulling you in, Mum bought the
sisters WineGums and Jane had a Moro.The Moro meant she had to
be a bit careful talking to Cian, being dense with nougat and
caramel and chocolate, but she was taller than Cian at the best of
times and she had the high ground on him now, standing further up
the sloped floor away from the stage, so she knew he’d be the one
sort of low-level embarrassed. She’d heard in other cultures that
women were supposed to be taller than their men, that that was the
beauty standard there. She’d’ve liked to’ve internalised that. She
pictured herself and Cian winning Couple of the Year in Mozambique or Surinam or maybe at that bigger recital competition in
China, which might have a category called Young Adult Couples,
Advanced.Was this a feminist issue? She was still a bit shook over
the key metaphor, still embarrassed.
The mothers were doing most of the talking. They agreed,
fundamentally sort of, about the proper way to raise your kids,
so everything else in their friendship could follow from there.
Jane worried that this was a reductive take on how parents got
on; she wanted disproof. Cian was the first of the youngsters to
speak.
“You were very good, Jane.You play better than I do, for sure.”
“No.”
“No for sure. It will just depend on whether the adjudicator
likes a technical player or a real player, but we’d all prefer to play like
you.”
“Thanks very much.”
“Oh, and hopefully the adjudicator just wasn’t listening when
Rebecca Furey played or something.”That was a soft joke for the
parents. No one thought it was funny but everyone, of course,
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laughed. Jane laughed, to her own surprise—tittered. She set her
face against herself.
They were called in after some more small talk.They found their
seats, near the back of the auditorium so the sisters wouldn’t have
distracted her while she was playing. Between the sisters and the
mother and their schoolbags and coats and Jane’s gear bag, they took
up nearly an aisle.The adjudicator was on the stage with the two
trophies and some medals laid out on a table. If you got third or
highly commended, you got a cert. Jane would rather get nothing.
“Please welcome your adjudicator today, Ms. Fenella Harris,”
went the announcer.“The adjudicator will now give some general
feedback before the prizes are announced.”
“Thank you.And firstly, I want to thank all our musicians today
for their lovely playing, I really enjoyed listening to them. Please give
yourself a round of applause.”There was nothing Jane enjoyed less
than clapping for herself.
Ms. Fenella, who was English, but Jane couldn’t tell from where,
went on for a bit about dynamics, and then she said something
mental.
“Please remember that when you play for an audience, you are
performing. I would encourage you to wear black, but you’re not
invisible either.Women should wear makeup and brush their hair.”
Jane had come straight from school, had done neither.“Young men
should be well-kempt, confident.” She said the last bit as if it were
supposed to rhyme.
“Sit upright at the piano,” she demonstrated, “and when you
play remember that we are looking at you—though of course I’m
scribbling away at my notes here—and we want our young men to
play with some authority.”
She rose and came down to the lip of the stage so the light from
overhead hit the back of her head, casting inky shadows down from
her eye sockets.
“Remember, young ladies, a woman piano player is dainty first
and foremost. Don’t try to play like a man, you’ll never get the piano
as loud as he does, the audience will never forget it’s a woman
Fiachra Kelleher
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they’re looking at, and our enjoyment of your performance will
suffer if you reject us like that.”
The Shostakovich had been, well, Russian. Loud.
Jane thought then, hold on, what? Had she just been told to be
dainty when performing? She was fairly sure that word only ever
got used to demean things—female things. It was one of those
words that didn’t mean what it used to mean anymore, like “gay,”
though that was a bad example, gay and queer were bad examples,
moreso she meant something like, opinionated, or liberal, or hardworking. Like describing a woman as “birdlike,” because which
bird? A bald eagle was hardly dainty, and all she ever saw birds do
was fight each other for scraps of wet bread or bits of puckered
tinfoil.
The adjudicator started giving feedback to the first player.
Should she boo? Jane wished someone would boo. Her mum
looked like she might. Though it was too late now: it would just
seem like they were booing someone else’s individual feedback.
Jane thought about the keys again. She definitely did not want
to compare encountering someone mental at a piano recital to
being on the wrong end of some racially charged incident. Selfawareness is a precious commodity.
Rebecca Furey won, Cian got a highly commended (he hadn’t
dominated the piano quite enough, Fenella felt). Jane did not place.
She had decided she didn’t want to, anyway.
Outside, on the narrow street, the mothers vented a little bit
and promised to call someone from the Feis office tomorrow.
They were both parked around the corner, by the College of
Commerce; she walked ahead with Cian. Dusk had turned the road
the same colour as the Lee. In Manhattan, you have Woody Allen
with that jungle cat bit and then you have the shots of New York
in black and white and the buildings lit up almost as bright as the
fireworks that fluoresce behind them, both soaring—one ephemeral
and the other intransient but both soaring and all colour elided and
yet made obvious by movement and by the reciprocity of light and
the jazz band that plays like someone’s lit their shoes on fire.
“That was weird,” said Cian.“Sorry about that.”
Love Drips and Gathers

“It was an experience.” They found Prussian blue when they
were trying to make red; a drop of blood wormed its way into the
mortar: blue was red’s bloody transmutation. Cork is a city of grey
streets with grey skies and a grey river. Its birds are monochrome:
crows, pigeons, seagulls. It is in the mutuality of these things that the
green fuse is lit.
“What’s the name of the Gershwin from Manhattan? The
opening.”
“Rhapsody in Blue.”
She had known, of course. Known and forgotten and had to
ask, like a Leaving Cert examiner. The mothers caught up at the
cars, which were parked next to one another.
She realised that she would like to go on a date with him; it was
the cars that did it, as much as anything else, parked beside each
other, an E and F in the long chain of piano keys along the quay.
She would have to stop thinking in piano key metaphors. Cian’s
mum had reversed into her spot, which Jane respected. Reverse
parking saves you time and, of course, time is money. She reckoned
Cian would like to go on a date, too, because going on a date was
so exotic at this age, and she reckoned that any boy pretty much
would date her if she asked, because though she didn’t find herself
attractive she knew she was not disqualifyingly ugly and that boys
were desperate, generally, and a date was a date, at this age. The
mothers were still talking about complaining.
First though, she would have to say goodbye, get into the car
and go home and eat, text her friend for the maths homework, go
to hockey training, after which she would come back home and
study. Lust and fury would have to wait.
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A Room for Your Name
ROLANDO ANDRÉ LÓPEZ TORRES

They say that the stars
do not fall on the mountains of the Caribbean
to stain memories
in winter warm over tree.
— Efe Rosario
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Memory keepers look up a lot.To gather and order the furniture in
the mansion: words, voices, sonorous speech and instances of touch,
all arranged in a dark room that shakes from below with the turbulent flow of an underground river.
We look at each other silently, through the silver screen: I
imagine that I have an opportunity to know you this time around,
but every time I return to the Mansion, everything changes except
the two moments that Time allotted for us, and not even that is as
true as I wish it were. I look up and I look at you again in the blink
of an eye, to know that I can remember you even in the moment I
lose you.Tall cheekbones, dark eyes, sad smile of mothernight. Hair,
long; solid, gleaming, undulant black, skin brown with a gentle red
luster. An introverted gaze. And then you burst open and sing,This
is the dawning of the age…
Right by the ’90s TV set, there is a piano in the Mansion’s living
room, a window above it looks out to Claiborne Avenue. Another
window on the other side of the room looks out to the open blue

sky; a Canyon’s warm breeze enters the room. Stevie Wonder tunes
emanate in ribbons from a neverland record player on which a
translucent vinyl disc revolves, crackling with the electric music.The
room is humid, a couch by the piano old and clumpy and partied
upon. Rats scurry along the walls. I wonder what my memory of
you would be if we had spoken more, had I known you. Often I
feel my body’s story is others fleeting through me.
I look up and toward the Bayamón Mountains from the pier at
the San Juan Bay. I remember that Tagore line, the ocean of the
world / where the children play. Over the water a haze of lights,
illuminating the darkness: not the stars, not yet: the lights come from
houses scattered in the mountains, miles and miles of electric shrieks
in the dark. A waveline in the sky divides the stellarspace from the
mountainspace, a common sight for any Caribbean driving in the
dark or looking at the land from the sea, from a bay.To the west is
Guaynabo, and beyond is Río Piedras, where a few lives ago I met
the friend who led me to you.
I met Uriel in eighth grade, back when I was the least popular
student in our allboy middle school in Río Piedras. Like me, he was
hairy and chubby, but his hair was curly and droopy, and a mole
under his right eye made him a target for bullying so early in life; it’s
the reason why he was the wisest wit in our school. No matter what
you told him about it, if you dared, he’d come back at you with
something much worse about that part of your face that you most
hated about yourself. It was better not to try.
We sat together in the back of class. He was a skeptic.What he
had that I didn’t was a quick wit to match his intellect, a cleverness
that made me think he would one day write for Saturday Night Live,
my favorite cultural institution at the time. He also had history. He
came from a family of exiles and próceres: his great-grandfather had
published César Vallejo in a now-defunct literary journal; the same
great-grandfather in his younger years had had a passionate correspondence with Unamuno during his Parisian exile; and, supposedly,
one generation later, his grandmother rejected Pablo Neruda’s
advances at a book conference in Argentina.
My family came from cross-continental campesino lineages that
Rolando André López Torres
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got mixed up in la Cordillera Central. The Spaniards came from
Galicia, the Africans from Nigeria. From my mother, I got the
Native American blood. On both sides of the family, the European
blood is patrilineal, and the color comes from the matrilineal side, so
I come from a line of ibéricos who fell in love with mulatas, negras,
and indias, though it wasn’t love when they were plantation owners
and my great-grandmothers worked for them; now we’re all in the
family, and a dangerous history that love saved runs in my veins. I
didn’t know then this was called mestizaje. I just believed what my
grandmothers had taught me about Jesús and La Virgen María.
But when the Former Nun who taught us Spanish took a week
of class solely to watch Cinema Paradiso, Uriel and I both identified with Toto, the boy who snuck into the movie theater when the
priest watched the movies, so he could see the stars kiss before the
priest censored them, before the dogma-bell rang and Don Alfredo
cut them out of the film, to preserve them all in a case, his secret
love letter to life. But we weren’t nearly as cherubically cute as Toto,
so we compensated with knowledge.Tried to outsmart each other
all the time on who knew the most Morricone scores.
Most of our conversations took place over Messenger, the early
2000s desktop precursor to Whatsapp and Groupchats. Many lonely
weekday nights became hangout times because of that program.
Through Messenger, we’d share movie and book recommendations
and links to famous SNL sketches.The next day, we’d try out our
impressions of our favorite comics on each other.The curly-haired
man whose specialty was streaking, the songwriter with the mean
jokes about disabled people, the Trickster’s “White Like Me” sketch,
all models for hallway performances among boys in that classic red
polo, black pants and black-leather shoes uniform that distinguished
us, the reason they called us tropical fascists in other schools.The
reason so few of us as seniors had the courage to go to the fast food
joint by the public school during school hour outings.We all had a
golden tiger adorning the uniform’s front, but Uriel always wore his
shirt out, gladly got in trouble for not tucking it in.
For the most part, Uriel’s impressions got laughs, mine got jeers.
When I got laughs, he would make sure to give me a rhetorical
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breakdown in private, explaining with a bitter edge to his wit everything that was flawed about my performance. In this way, I became
convinced that he was the more talented one, and worked hard
every day to be better. Uriel’s slightly more popular friends, they’d
ask him,Why do you hang out with el Mono ese? And he would
say, I feel bad for him, he’s overprotected by his parents.
He dropped out of the allboy place during tenth grade. Grades,
ADHD, anxiety, clinical depression: multiple therapists, a five-day visit
to the hospital.We did end up going to the same college, though not
together.When, through a mutual friend, he found out I was going
to the same university, he told them not to tell me.
I didn’t get to see him there until he was already firmly
cemented in his social circle of disenchanted poets and artists who
believe that all art is great suffering.Where he met you. I was in the
group of campus social justice Catholics (worker’s rights, walkout
strikes, peace concerts, arguments with pro-choice activists). The
first time I saw you, it was the end of my senior year. I was at the
student center, alone and newly single, a condition I had never
known in college since the woman who’d just left me I’d met
during orientation week. I was hunched over a table, reading a book
on The Holy Trinity by a fourth century patriarch.Very single.You
and Uriel and three others, a rainbow parade reeking of alcohol and
drugs, swaggered onto the hallway, laughing like teenagers as y’all
brokenly sang,This is the dawning of the age of Aquarius, arms-inhands, skipping like you were on the way to Oz and you were
psychedelic Dorothy. He didn’t notice me at all, none of you did as
you passed me right by. Everyone in the tables perked up to look at
the sudden parade. You were wearing Mardi Gras regalia even
though we weren’t in season. I figured it was just one of those days.
Your whole face was painted, one half sky-blue, the other purple.
You laughed childlike, a sunship, and then the whole group broke
apart and you all fell on the ground, unable to continue the charade.
You regathered yourselves and continued walking, laughing and
loud and oblivious.You wore a sequined dress that form-fitted your
slim, yoga-girl body. Uriel was the most plain-clothed one in the
group, wearing a navy blue hoodie, kitten ears, and a pink nose you
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probably painted on him, because he never does these things
himself. Lucky cabrón, I thought.
Today, Uriel’s roaming in the struggle. His life is feed apps that
give him memes and culture work to emit through social media and
folders full of unfinished freelance work proposals and grad school
applications. He sees mentally ill people wandering homelessly on
the streets of Puerto Rico. Memes all day, cutting with socialcommentary bite behind their humor: in the internet, nothing is
too sacred to be shredded. He worries obsessively over every homeless person he sees, like a desolate mother talking about the only son
that’s not home. Prayer is fascism; even when praying alone, one
imagines the accompanying voice, and this, voices speaking the same
script together, is fascism. And meditation went out the window
when that video came out of the Tibetan Buddhist monks leering
at the college boobs of some sorority girls who were there on an
oppression chic trip.The Millennial Generation Astrology Consensus is also fascist, because it places the human in a magical geography
of imaginary planets, inculcating a self-absorbed indoctrination into
a vague, contemptibly solipsistic spirituality. It always comes back to
religion.
His close friends offered him space, but he remained isolated
afterwards.When I finally get a hold of him, I find out all he’s been
doing is going to concerts by himself. Steely Dan, Herbie Hancock,
nights at the comedy clubs, eyeing the open mic list without putting
up his name, evaluating all the performances, barely laughing, even
with the funny jokes: just the recognition of their brilliance as he
sits cross-armed. No more drugs, no more alcohol. Some months
later, in late June, I invite him to the Dirty Computer concert. He
sat in the back the whole time.All around him, as around me, people
bonded over shared moons.
Uriel says you believed in magical thinking.That you were an
insomniac, up nights charting out the meaning of the universe’s
revolutions. After fights and arguments, you looked up his chart to
try and understand why the planets made him so paranoid or so
obsessive or so neurotic or so manipulative, your favorite word
according to him, whereas he called you gullible which you took
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to mean dumb, so you looked up your own chart to see if this
Taurus really was for you.You hexed him once, then removed the
curse a week later.Then he accused you of being the paranoid one,
of not trusting him.You just have to trust me, he tells me he told
her.Years later, I ask him, but what if you don’t trust yourself?
Three years ago, I lived in Boston and he lived in NYC.When
I heard Janelle Monáe was touring both cities, I decided I’d use
some of my savings for a three-day visit to Manhattan. Before
meeting up with him, my solitary wanderings in the city led me to
meet Spike Lee in Brooklyn, at a special showing of Summer of Sam
at an arthouse theater.At Lincoln Center, I ran into a giant line for
an evening talk featuring a Marxist rapper and his drummer friend.
At that line, I met the hyperpresent poet Xami, whose necklong
black haircut, long yellow skirt and navy-blue sleeveless shirt top I
will never forget.Their hair is like my grandmother’s, curly, soft, and
they cut it close, like her, too.When I told them I was a Taurus, they
didn’t even know my name, but they narrowed their eyes and
hmm’d and said, You don’t show people who you really are. So
when you finally show up as yourself, they get shocked.
I was teaching religion at a Catholic school for urban youth in
Boston. Janelle was by then an open pansexual. I was still very single.
I loved hanging out with the queer crowd and the other Culture
Revolutionaries. I worked at a school where I taught queerness
codedly, for the school’s code was religious, and even though it was
in the Liberal Northeast, its heart was in theVatican, the place where
the final decision always came down to a meeting between whitehaired males. Above my teacher desk, I had the quote up: even if it
makes others uncomfortable, I will love who I am, with an accompanying photograph of Cindi Mayweather dancing in a tux. In my
Morality class, I taught Philadelphia. My male students often identified with Denzel Washington’s character. I would accompany them
through his journey out of homophobia. Xami didn’t know my
name, but with my sign and one look they overstood me.
Billy Joel was headlining the Madison Square Garden at the
same time that Janelle was playing in the underground theater.
When we first got to the venue, we knew we were in the wrong
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place because there were no rainbows and only white people
around emblazoned with his memorabilia, some elders wearing
shirts from tours back in the ’80s.While on the escalators that took
us underground, Uriel couldn’t hold it in anymore. His pop culture
critic came out. Incredible, he said. Janelle Monáe is just as capable
of filling up the Garden, but Billy gets the yearlong gig. I shrugged,
said,Well, he does have seniority. He rolled his eyes. I was still, somewhere deep inside, the eighth-grader who’d played “NewYork State
of Mind” over and over, to the death, during lunch period in the
music room. And somewhere, he was still the eighth-grader who
thought Billy Joel wrote nice songs, when he tried, but okay-toshitty albums. The Stranger, maybe. On a good day, he could hum
along to “Vienna.” He asked, Has he done anything that parallels the
level of narrative and orchestral sophistication you see in the
Archandroid trilogy?
Okei, Uriel, I thought. I responded with a question:Why else
do you think we got the underground tickets today? Also take it
easy on Billy, his family survived the holocaust.
He said,You’d think with that history he’d be less corny. I mean,
“Goodnight Saigon?”
He put his hands up as he started swaying gently from side to
side, singing with a voice I can only describe as Drunk Kermit: And
we will aaaaaaawl go dooooooown togeeetheeer…
I got no comment, but my facepalm said it all.
Our tickets were for the pit section, right in front of the stage.
We had been given special medals because we were going to the
VIP meet-and-greet after the concert.
The whole time, Uriel sat at the back of the section, did not
move much more than his typing fingers. Like a Blues Donald
Fagen could do justice to, a victim of laughing chance. Amidst the
dancing rainbow people, his illuminated eyes stared at the small blue
screen of his private world. During the meet-and-greet, we were
instructed that we were to give our smartphones to an assistant who
would then take the snapshot. Janelle and I took a picture with a tall
candle I brought featuring James Baldwin’s saintly visage. When
Uriel went up to her, he shook nervously, and blurted out, Best of
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luck, before abruptly leaving her sight. She laughed like a confused
robot, and all her assistants mimicked her laugh to the T before she
went silent and they went silent too, in sync, as she went on to the
next fan. His cell phone had run out of batteries.
At one point that morning, on the subway, I had been able to
take a quick look at his smartphone monitor while he sat at an angle
so hunched that I was invisible to him. I was standing over him in
the train. He was writing an email with no recipient and no subject.
It was very long, a stream of consciousness soup. I managed to get a
read:
...see u when i listen to natalia lafourcade, hear u when...
For an instant while I looked back at him at the concert, I
wondered if he was still on that e-mail, on the tenth or twentieth
paragraph, lost in a perpetual conversation with a labyrinthine
mirror named after his ex, the other side is him, pointing the finger
at him, pointing the finger at him, pointing the finger, him: an infinite sequence of finger pointing rage bending like the quantum
curve of an entropic train barreling itself into oblivion, a hatred selfmirrored multiplying into space, taking up the space, for others, for
me; or maybe he was watching the video over and over, oh no. Uriel
was resistant to anything that reminded him of the fascism that took
you away from him.
He says that it is good to step on oneself, that self-humiliation
is necessary, that it is braver to compare ourselves with fleas, with
cockroaches, that comparing ourselves to butterflies is outdated
romanticism. But the butterfly is an insect too.And there is nothing
uglier than a squashed butterfly, or a broken chrysalis. None of that
changes the magic scent when a living one deigns to perch itself on
your shoulder.
I remember you. We went to the movies. I was visiting New
Orleans from Boston, a week after Mardi Gras. The city was still
hungover, cloudy every day. I had already been a teacher for five
years and had already lived a year in Boston, so I knew how to play
Stevie Wonder on the piano.You were just a year away from your
new life.We went to the movies, the three of us, the day I met you.
We smoked a sativa bowl in Uriel’s car before going into the theater
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to watch the Pablo Neruda movie with Gael García Bernal. I don’t
think it’s going to be good, Uriel told us, because Gael García
Bernal is not as good an actor as he is handsome, and Pablo Neruda’s
overrated anyway.
You, meanwhile, were quiet and high, bags under your eyes.
Looking now, he’s right. I see Natalia, too.
Your downcast face in the lounge. Uriel had gone to the bathroom for a moment.We’d already bought the tickets and were just
waiting for the doors of hall 18 to open. Right by the CineBar,
there was a wall piano set against a tall window that looked out
on Claiborne Avenue. I sat down at the stool.A custodian noticed
me. I played the intro to “My Cherie Amour,” and he opened up
with a big O smile, walked up to the piano, and joined me at the
line, Lovely as a summer day.We led a brief duet together and he
clapped his hand to my shoulder.You opened up and I noticed,
but my art in these moments is continuing to play as if I were a
movie, not really there, locking eyes with you through a phantasmagoric silver screen, like Gene Kelly, like Stevie Wonder.That is
my hidden life. Had I been any more present to you, I would have
wanted to kiss you. But don’t take it personally: when I play, I want
to kiss the world, and that’s why I put up the silver screen between
it and me.You looked like a little kid emerging from a cave.Your
sad smile of mothernight, a little aletheia, the one Time allotted
for us when you whispered, like a child,Wooow…! You joined us
but you didn’t know the words, so you bobbed your head side to
side, as you watched the keys follow my fingers.To feel music so high.
When Uriel came back from the bathroom, the silver mist
broke.You went back inside yourself, your face went gray, your eyes
looked down.The bags under them filled out again.The custodian
had left without my noticing, he was sweeping the floor again. I
looked up at Uriel, and he had that impatient look on his face. My
fingers abandoned the keys.The movie’s about to start, he said.We
proceeded silently to the movie theater. I guessed Uriel was not a
fan of Stevie Wonder, because it didn’t seem like he had recognized
the song.That felt, to me, freeing.You told me, in a whisper, as he
marched in front of us, I didn’t know you played.
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For the ensconced imagination, a pandemic offers time to
remember.What is it that arrives in the empty moments, when the
mess in the kitchen seems like a scrapped detail in an abused fiction,
when I turn off the news for fear of being overwhelmed by the
tragic? Uriel remembers you, and I do, too.We’re becoming pillars
of salt. I remember hearing the news through my mutual friend, the
same one who’d told me that Uriel was going to the same college
I was. Over the phone, he told me what Uriel told him.
You had been on an upswing. Finally, after eight years of
hemming and hawing around it as a couple, you visit the shaman.
During the Trip in the couch of a gentrified Harlem loft, a giant
flower with petalflames visits the darkness in your closed eyelids and
forgives you.You weep in Uriel’s arms, for whom at that point of his
trip you are a green feline goddess. Relationship restored.Within
weeks you’re back to sleepless nights, but now you’re writing a novel.
A trilingual prose poetry novel: Brazilian Portuguese, Spanish,
and English: three characters, et cetera.You called it a multi-generational autobiographical fantasy written in a global tongue. You
submitted an excerpt of it to a contest for The American Supplementary Poetry & Prose Review and won first place with a $3,000 prize,
one you used to buy yourself and Uriel tickets to the Grand
Canyon, which you had never gone to. Once there, my friend said,
It occurred to you do a yoga pose on the edge of a cliff. One of
those things where you said, I have to do this. Instantly hatching a
plan for this video you’d post along with the announcement on
social media.You envisioned at least five hundred likes. Maybe even
a K or two if the alignment was real on this one.You had just gotten
your smartphone updated.You had begun taking yoga lessons at
thirteen, under the guidance of your aunt, who had died from
epilepsy shortly after you and I met. That’s what the novel was
about.Yoga, you, your aunt, your family, one of those hybrid, autobiographical works so common in Latinx literature today. I knew it
was good because your heart was in it and Uriel’s editorial eye, but
I’ve never seen a word of it.
The Vikrashana or Tree pose: hands clasped together, stretched
up above your head, and left leg bent so the foot is pressed on the
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right leg’s inner thigh. He didn’t know its name, he had to look it up
based on what he saw on the video. Below you depths of rock,
above blue sky. A gust of wind that sounds like a wild flute, like
laughter.A yawp, a slip, and then you’re gone, leaving motes of sand
flying in your wake.
You had told him that it was going to be okay, to stop being
such a worry-wart, that you could do this. He had felt coerced into
recording the video where he captured it all. He ran to the cliffedge then froze before it, staring out into the empty sky.The silence
was already an answer. So said our mutual friend, He didn’t look
over the edge, he just knew. I wouldn’t have been able to look,
either. I would have stood still for days.
You are his endless feed. I wonder if he’s deleted the video like
he said he did.A conversation he wasn’t a part of, nor me.A conversation you were having with yourself about yourself.Through charts,
through signs and symbols in the sky and globes, what you wrote,
the story of your body, your destiny. Nobody knew the language
you were reading onto the universe, that’s why people loved your
prose. But chance laughed at you, too. If I had known you’d be gone
so soon, I would have finished playing the song, even though the
movie was starting; I would have gone out to drink with both of
you that night, and we would have gotten to “Deacon Blues.” God
how selfish, how stupid but we always believe there’s something we
could have done for you, no matter how little we knew you, how
few the minutes it took for you to sink in and leave that lasting
impression that laughs right back. People like you. Make me feel
like a rock star.You never slept; even in the good times, it meant you
just slept a little more before getting back up to move, to write.An
insomniac. Uriel says he looked up about the Tree pose, saw a video
where a Yogi said it’s dangerous for people with insomnia. He tells
me, We were always looking for ways for her to get better about
that.And I think, No, Uriel, that was you.
Because just like me, you were fine with the not-sleeping.Took
it as yet another sign of your purpose.Your moon was in Aries.Wasn’t
it?
The winds of November open reflecting windows between me
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and the mountain of memory, a place beyond the waters where the
worlds of children meet. Some drown. Electric lamps flutter
between the leaves that gossip at night.And when I leave the rooms
go dark and change again. Efe says, a bird cuts the sky / leaving in
the beak / pact of hunger. No matter what looms, if the window is
open and a winged creature leans to land on my shoulder, my role
is to give it up.Who knows after where she will fly.
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Patrimony
DAVE KARREL

here’s an ache deep beneath my fingernails—that’s the kind of
cold we’re talking about.The sky is spangled with faded stars
and the river hums beyond the black treeline. I check my tracks are
straight.
The Marshalls live next door—about a mile-and-a-half hike. I
don’t take night calls anymore. I leave them for my son, David. My
namesake. But he’s in town tonight. At Em’s? Leah’s? Good man.
The house has grown from a dime to a quarter. My lungs flare
and my arm goes numb from the weight of my kit. It glows blue
from the coat of dust catching moonlight. March is the worm
moon.
I trade the kit from hand to hand as my fingers fail and rest
every ten steps or so. It occurs to me, for the first time after all the
years marching this path, that if I were to fall, accept the cold, no
one would find me. Not alive or in time.
The front window burns orange from the Marshalls’ Franklin
stove. We’ll get there, I say.And I do.
From the porch I can hear the snapping fire.
Her call replays in my mind:
“David?”
“Yes?”
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“Can you come? It’s Dea.”
“I’ll be right up.”Then I hung up.
I peel off a glove and give the door three firm knocks, splitting the
knuckle of my ring finger. Dea opens the door as I’m sucking the
cut.
“Dr. Murray?” The edges of her face are taught. She sees the
kit rattling in my grip and waves me inside.“I was expecting David,”
she says.
“You’ve got one,” I say. “He’s in town for the night. Has the
car.”
She cups my shoulders and rubs my arms, trying to work in the
heat.“Come in and warm up. It’s way below. My God, you walked?
You must be frozen.”
“Just about,” I say.
I drop the kit and pull off the other glove, blow on my fingers,
hold my face. My hands feel like a stranger’s. I shake blood into
them as Dea unzips my jacket. I turn around and she pulls the
sheepskin from my shoulders, then hangs it on the hook farthest
from the door and closest to the fire. Her hands knead my back and
flank over my wool sweater, raising the hairs on my neck. Her
strength catches me off guard.
I clap my boots outside the door.
The little house is pulsing with a fever.The half-log planking
makes it feel more like a cabin than it is.The kitchen is neat if grimy.
Plates stacked in their cupboards behind glass. Salt and pepper
shakers on their islands. Crumbs, dirt, and cobwebs along the baseboards. Stephen’s fire jacket hangs on the opposite side and smells
like watered ash.The elbows are blistered, his gloves hang from the
chest pocket, distressed.
“Can I make you something?” she says, the tip of her nose pulls
down on the M’s. She opens the fridge and light fills the creases of
her face.There’s a small shadow resting in the delicate groove that
travels the underside of her septum. Her features fit together pretty
well, but each on its own could hang in a gallery.“Coffee?” she says.
“Bit late,” I say.
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“Tea, then.”
I nod and she grabs a two-litre of Coke from the fridge, pours
some in a tall glass, adds ice and rum and two teaspoons of sugar,
and sets the drink on the ornate wooden tray waiting on the
counter. Grains of sugar swirl around the edge of the glass before
tumbling over the rising bubbles.
“Red Rose okay?” she says.
“My brand.”
She snorts, then takes the drink she’s made into the living room.
There is muted conversation punctuated by a sharp huff.When Dea
returns her ponytail has loosened, stray hairs draft from her face like
streamers.
I can feel the warmth edging in from the surface of my skin. I
salivate. Snot runs down the back of my throat and I try to clear it.
She sweeps a hand toward the living room. “Go warm up on
the fire. I’ll be right in.You take sugar?”
“And lots of milk.”
“Got it,” she says.“Go on, I’ll be right behind.” She smiles and
her cheeks spread a bit too wide. I rub my hands on my sweater to
dry them, drag my face—which feels warm in comparison—and
walk in to shake Stephen’s hand.
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Stephen sits in a crimson wingback chair plucking thread from its
arms; there are fibres piled on either side of his long, bare feet.Their
son Margaret pushes cars along his play-map, a suburban dreamscape. His hair is matted at the crown, flat as a plate.
Stephen stands and extends his right hand, the left holds his
sweetened rum and Coke.
“Dr. Murray.”There’s a diluted stiffness in his voice. “Thanks
for coming out. I’d’ve picked you up if I knew you had no car.”
“Nothing,” I say.“Walked farther through worse for less.”
The living room is less orderly than the kitchen.The TV is on,
a matte brown sheet of dust on the screen. Family photographs have
been arranged on top.There’s Stephen, Dea, and Margaret; Stephen
and Dea; Dea and Margaret; black and white images of long-dead
relatives superimposed with blushed cheeks and rouged lips.Toward
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the edge is a four-by-six of Dea, maybe seven years old, in the foreground of a tall steel barn gawking at a flower shooting from her
closed fist.
Stephen clears his throat, looks at the corners of the room.“She
make you coffee?”
“Tea, thanks.”The mucus makes my voice sound like a gravel
tumbler.
He sweeps a hand through his thick black hair, sits, drinks, and
sucks the syrupy beads from his mustache.The hair is retreating from
his wrinkled red forehead.
“How’s everyone?” I say.
“We’re pretty good.Yeah. Farm’s running.We stocked up well in
summer. Just need something to keep the hands busy. I’m inside
most the day now.” He taps his foot. His drink bounces against his
knee.“March now, though. I’ll be out again in a few weeks.”
Margaret beep-beeps at oncoming traffic, his driver just saying
hello. I ask Margaret about his map, but he doesn’t seem to hear me.
The fire breathes with a concentric, rhyming charm. Dea brings
the tea just as I stand to take off my sweater.
“You’re not leaving, are you?” she says, holding her tray, dumbfounded.
“No, no.” I say.“Just hot is all, Dear.” The mug is like lava in my
frozen hands. I blow milky waves on the surface, a few drops splash
up over the side.
Dea sets the tray of biscuits and butter on the table at our feet
and cleans her hands on the apron tied around her waist.The apron
is delicate, turned from white to a faded yellow and freckled with
pilling, but the embroidery—a pair of mourning doves sharing a
maroon ribbon between their beaks—has retained its vibrancy. It
looks old. Passed down. Only taken off the hook for company.
Margaret pushes dump trucks and K-cars along his mis-scaled
map where stop signs are as wide as car lanes.There are lulling culde-sacs and stoplights posted at each four-way. The oversized
crossing guard stands on a corner with a permanent smile. Before
moving through an intersection, Margaret’s driver stops at the stop
sign, waits, and looks both ways. He inspects the toy in his right
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hand, a mint green sedan, and flicks the back wheels.They squeal as
they spin. Unimpressed, he licks the axel and flicks them again.
They’re silent now. Satisfied, he goes back to playing. Stephen
catches me watching.
“That Franklin really gets going.Wonderful heat,” I say.
“Barely running,” he says, smirking. “It’s the insulation. Did it
myself. I had a chief up here show me how.All natural. Gave him a
bottle for the help, but he left it. It’s all just mud and sticks and moss,
then another layer of the chipboard, which you can see there, and
the veneer won’t peel if it keeps warm either.”
I look up and around the ceiling, feigning interest. He’s tapping
his knee.
“Anyway, that’s from four sticks this afternoon.The heat can’t
escape.”
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The tray has butter cookies and homemade scones, but my mouth
is too dry to try them. I take a sip from my tea and burn my lips,
then set the tea on a coaster and ask why I’m here.As I do, the fire
cracks an ember into the stove’s sooted window.
Dea turns her attention to Margaret, who is tasting the undercarriage of a ’70s era CrownVictoria. She measures where to sit and
settles on the couch beside Stephen’s chair. The mourning doves
disappear into her lap.
“I haven’t been feeling great,” she says.
“Yeah?”
Stephen shifts in his chair, spreads his legs.
I’ve practiced long enough that the bleeding, polyps, tumours,
cysts—they’ve taken on an abstract quality. I’ve said the names so
many times they’ve lost their dark stabs of meaning.They are bits of
matter to fix, remove, shrink, manage.
I wait for what feels like too long. Stephen watches her without
looking. My feet are rigid, pointed at the ceiling. I shake them out.
“Well—” she starts.
“She’s been spotting,” Stephen says. “Not feeling well. Sick.
Throwing up early mornings then by lunch she wants all kinds of
weird foods. Stuff that’s hard to find in town.All this I find out today.
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It’s been three weeks of this.That’s what I know. You might know
more.”
The meaning of this last bit escapes me.
Stephen, his glass near empty, stands and walks to the kitchen.
Margaret jolts upright and runs after him, flaring his feet out to the
sides.That’ll be a problem.
I open my kit, warm my hands over the stove, carefully pinch
the stethoscope between my ears, and slide its head up Dea’s shirt.
Her back is smooth, warm and filmy from old sweat. I listen to her
heart and lungs as a matter of course. To say an exam was given.
Received. She’d had it and it happened, she could say. Most of being
a country doctor is telling people what they already know.
“Is it actually three weeks?” I say.
“Five,” she says.
“I don’t have to say.”
“No.”
“But I’d like to.”
“Go, then,” she says.The pommel of her ponytail shakes.
“I can give you a test if you’d like to be sure.”
She turns so I can see her in profile. Her lips are pressed hard
into each other. She looks beautiful but for the stubborn fat below
her chin.
“I can take you back,” Stephen says from the doorway. He’s
wearing his work jacket.“No sense in you freezing.” He stares past
me. His jaw is set forward and he’s nodding his head. He jingles the
ice before downing the last of his drink, smiles with the lower half
of his face.“Thanks for coming,” he says, sucking his teeth.
“He shouldn’t leave,” Dea says. “Not even warmed up yet.We
can’t send him back out yet.”
“I should be getting back,” I say.
I wonder about the urgency of the call. I came expecting a
child’s fever, something dire. A pregnancy can wait. The Franklin
chokes on a shifting log, then shrieks as a fresh, unburnt patch lays
down on the spitting coals.
“I’ll drive you,” he says, then returns to the kitchen. Dea
watches the fire through the ashen window.
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The tea hasn’t been touched since I burned my lip. I leave it.
Dea packs a small tin of cookies. David will find a handwritten note
inside months later, but for now I put it in my kit and I thank her
and kiss her on the cheek, secretly breathing in the smell of her hair.
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I pull my coat on and leave the house, gagged by the frozen weather.
Stephen has the car running, an ’88 orange and tan Bronco that
belonged to the Carringtons, and the Barrows before them.Trucks
live long lives in Lower Humm.
The passenger door is well-oiled and shuts smoothly. Stephen
joins me in the cab and takes off his gloves. His hands are white with
callouses, the thumb of his left has a dark nail, dried blood grows
out from beneath.
“Nasty ding,” I say, but he doesn’t seem to hear.
We roll out of the driveway and hit a patch of ice.We both feel
it, but neither of us flinch, just accept the floating in the gut until
the tread catches and jerks us straight. I turn off the whispering
radio and notice Stephen drives with two hands; I think less of him
for it without knowing why.
He cranks the fan and blasts cold air all around us, not waiting
for the engine to warm, so I hide my hands in my pockets and
shield my chattering teeth with my lips.
“Can’t believe you walked,” he says.
“Hard to believe it now myself,” I say.“Seemed like the idea at
the time.”
“Let me know if you need a ride to town tomorrow. Get the
car.”
“David’ll be back by then.Thanks, though.”
He salutes, telling me the matter is closed, then takes a long,
deep breath.“Some big news you brought,” he says. Squeezing the
steering wheel, his knuckles blend into the buried road beyond the
windshield. I’ve forgotten to buckle my seatbelt.
“I’m sure you had some idea. It’s a blessing,” I say, and I mean it.
“It’s a lot.A big gift, yeah.”
“Unexpected?” I say without thinking.
“It’s a blessing for someone alright,” he says. I don’t ask. Doctors
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understand there’s no right way to handle news; you never know
what things mean to people.
My house comes into view a mile off. Instead of a static glow
from the kitchen lights, there’s the irregular pulse of a freshly tended
fire. David is home. As we close in, I see the blue haze of the television infuse the firelight.
My truck is in the driveway, salted and wet. Stephen’s hands
tighten their grip on the wheel. I see his jaw clench from the corner
of my eye and his foot pushes the pedal into the floor. He takes us
as far up the driveway as he can; the wind has blown a knee-high
snow bank in front of the house. He stops a foot from my bumper
and kills the engine.We sit in silence. I wait for him to say what he
has to say.
“I guess you won’t need that ride.”
I say nothing, then turn to shake his hand—congratulate him
one last time—but he is watching the empty kitchen window. Its
amber glare fills his eyes.
“Like to come in?” I say.That seems to be what he wants. His
thick fingers are still tight on the wheel. He shifts on his vinyl seat,
watches the sheer curtains swaying from the heat.The Bronco never
did warm up.
He sighs.“That’s alright. I better get back.” His shoulders loosen
and the corners of his mouth shiver. I lay a firm hand on his
shoulder and offer a gentle nod, withholding eye contact.
The next time I see Dea—the following morning—she is lying on
their bed. Her eyes are sea glass green and wide open, her tongue
dry and rancid. I feel her neck on each side for activity, for the
beetling thump of blood rushing to the brain, propelled by the
heart.The only blood there is rests easy and blue beneath the surface
of her cool translucent skin, purple where his thumbs must have
been. She is uncanny, her delicate beauty evaporated by Stephen’s
chalky hands. He is in the kitchen speaking with the police. He is
surrounded by officers. They blink their eyes, shake their heads,
vomit out the back door. His hands are wet and they are holding
up his head.The officers surround him and clear their throats.
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Stephen tries to make Margaret breakfast, taking the skillet from
its nail and clicking the element to life.The officers move toward
him and form a slack perimeter.
Sheriff Lariat takes Stephen gently by the elbow, smiles, and asks
him to please sit down, please. He says Margaret is at McDonald’s. I
picture the boy dunking long, salted fries in ketchup. I calculate the
distance between their bedrooms, then the probability of the sounds
travelling that far.
Margaret I never see again. He will always be the boy orphaned
by his father’s hands. Hands he’ll inherit, and one day wear.
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I walk into the house and see the ghostly glow of the TV. David’s
fingers rest idly in his waistband. He drinks his beer with one eye
closed, raises a hand to acknowledge me.
I pour myself a rum and Coke and fall into my recliner across
from him.
It’s North By Northwest. Cary Grant with his swimming brown
eyes and stiff gray suit travelling the American overworld. Cary raises
his hand, unknowingly answering the call, changing history.
Inserting himself into someone else’s story.
“Where were you,” David says, and takes a long gulp from his
sweating bottle. I wonder what to say.
“Dea’s.”
His ears prick.“He drive you back?”
“Yep. Bronco’s still running.”
“Yeah? He pick you up?”
“Walked.”
David rolls to his side and cranes his neck to see me. “Shit.
Sorry,” he says, and turns back to see Cary sip on a martini. David
sips along with him.“Everybody alright?”
“All healthy,” I say.
“So what, then?”
I burp some foam, swallow it back down. “She’s pregnant
again.”
He brings the mouth of the bottle to his lips and drinks a
perfectly even amount.
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I wonder if I should say it, but, before I can decide, it comes
out: “I think she thought I was you. When she called. They were
surprised to see me.” He says nothing, I know he heard me.
I sip at my rum; it’s bitter and it burns.Warm, though. Even the
glass feels hot.The cut on my knuckle throbs along with my heartbeat. Shadows from the burning logs shapeshift along David’s body.
He sits up and drags his hands down his overgrown face. I see a flash
of his conjunctiva, pink and glistening, below his eyes.
Cary is tailed leaving the restaurant.
“When we were young—” David starts.
“Yeah,” I say.
“When we were maybe twelve or thirteen.”
“You and Dea.”
“Dea and me, yeah.” He smiles. “One time, we were out back
on the weekend.”
“Outside.”
“Yeah. Just kids.Young.” He takes another drink.“We went out
back down the hill from the store, behind the van den Hoek’s place.
Michael wasn’t there. I can’t remember why. Dea and me are
wandering back there. It must’ve been spring because our boots
kept coming off in the mud. I think we were thirteen.We’d always
take the same path into the woods, then wander a bit.”
“What would you do?”
“Chase crows.Trade up walking sticks. Pretend.All that. But I’m
walking behind her and she’s getting more and more ahead and out
of sight. She’s gone over that hill just past the river.”
“That’s far.”
“Yeah, feels far when you’re young.”
“Didn’t know you guys were going out there. Never would
have thought. Just around here. In the fields behind Cooper’s,
maybe.”
“Nope, we went all around.We’d be gone all day, remember?”
He takes another drink. “So she’s up ahead, her head is just barely
above the hill, she’s walking down the other side, and I’ve almost
lost sight of her. She’s dipping below the crest of the hill. I’m
walking up, she’s sinking down.
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“But she turns around and as I get to the top she’s running
toward an old empty barn.The roof had a bunch of fallen shingles
someone had stacked inside.The walls were black. Dea ran straight
for it and stopped dead at the open door.”
“I’m trying to think of whose barn,” I say.“Where?”
“I’m telling you what I remember.This is twenty years ago.”
“Yeah. Right.”
Cary catches a cab.
“She runs straight for it. Into the barn. I lose her. And when I
catch up she’s deep inside. It’s one of those through-way horse barns,
two broad doors on each side with rollers so you can pass right
through.There’s stalls on either side but no horses.”
“Abandoned.”
“Long time, yeah.There’s straw turned grey thrown over parts
of the floor. Long, old boards. But what’s strange is there’s this workbench sitting right in the middle of the throughway, on that black
rubber you lay down. Waist-high, made from thick wood. There
were old rotten shavings around it on the floor.
“We’re both weirded out.This nice bench out in the middle of
nowhere. She edges up to it and sweeps her hand over the top, feels
the wood, and it’s only after she’s touched it that I feel safe to go
over and see for myself.”
“Just the barn was there? No house?”
“Nothing else in the clearing.The workbench had a red finish,
like blood in a pool.There’s no dust anywhere on it. But this table—
it’s like a mirror. And it’s all pure wood. No screws or any kind of
metal. Eerie to be around.
“So then we’re looking over this bench, and there’s no marks
or anything where someone would have dragged it in, like, recently,
and—I swear it’s true—this cardinal flies in and sits on the bench
two feet from us.”
“Just flies right in there in front of you.”
“Sits and stares. Cocked its head. Blinking away. The thing is
electric red. Gorgeous.We’re just staring for the longest while, until
Dea reaches out to touch the thing.”
“No fear.”
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“Wild,” he says.“And it just lets her, eh? She’s petting it and it’s
just kind of moving its head around and bouncing to turn and show
her its other sides. She’s got her palm out flat and the bird hops right
on. She cups it in her hands and strokes its back with her finger.
They both seem so happy and calm, just came together from
nowhere. So then I get this idea.To be funny. I clap hard as I can to
scare them and let out this Squawk! Dea jumps and tosses the bird,
which catches itself mid-air and flies off. Bangs a leg on the door
on its way out. Dea looks at me and hollers my name. She’s furious.”
“Oh boy.”
“Yeah, it was bad. She started hitting me, her fists were like little
stones that she’s beating into my back. I just turtle up and let her
until she starts crying. So I hold her and she’s more upset than I’ve
ever seen. How could I ruin something like that? she’s saying. Why would
I? It’s maybe the first time she’s shown she cares about something.”
David watches the muted movie, letting the moment pass.
“That’s just about as awful as I’ve ever felt.” He takes two big gulps
of beer. I can see him thinking about which parts of the story are
left to tell. His lips flatten into each other like hers did. He jogs the
remote in his hand.
“God,” I say.
“Still guilty about that one.”
“Yeah,” is all I say.
I think about Cary in the restaurant, him raising his hand as an
accidental volunteer, how the path toward erasure starts with a
simple gesture.
Lit by the glare of the television, David clenches his jaw, stirring mousey shadows on his cheek. The air is stale from the
exhausted fire.
“Things turn out far from what you thought? Back then?” I say.
He thinks.“Some ways the same. Some ways different,” he says.
And I wonder in just which ways he means.
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The Leaf Queen
CAROLYN FAY

ake drags the rake across the lawn and the swish of leaves quickens
his heart. Imagine. A floor-length dress made of leaves. He stops
and stands tall, regal, holding the rake close like an exoskeleton. He
rests his chin on the handle. Like so. Like a Leaf Queen. Bone
earrings clatter as he moves. No, not moves. Rustles. He would
rustle everywhere. People would stop their raking and stare into his
eyes and hear the pounding of his wild heart.
“Hey, Jake? I’m going inside to feed the kids.”
Brian strides across the lawn, tromping, stomping, crushing the
tiny leaflets Jake hasn’t gathered into the folds of his pile yet. Something inside him winces with every crunch. A tiny, tender, warm
spot under his breastbone. He loosens his hold on the rake. He
knows Brian can’t see the leaf gown, but he hides it all the same.
“Jake?”
“Yeah, sounds good. I’ll just finish up here.”
“You want something to eat? Maisy is campaigning for mashed
potatoes.” Brian smiles. A laugh line stretches, a thin crack that
worries Jake. Brian should moisturize. Seal the crack.
“Nah, I’m good, thanks. Let Maisy have her mashed potatoes.
You think Raoul will eat any of it or just sculpt?”
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Brian laughs.“Our little Rodin.We’ll see. Looks like you’ve got
your own sculpture here.” He nods at the leaf pile. Jake’s heart
thumps like a moose thundering in his chest. Can Brian hear it?
Brian squeezes his arm. “I love how precise you are about
everything. Not a leaf out of place in your piles.”
Jake’s heart slows its patter. He manages enough of a smile to
make Brian go inside the one-story, messy, toddler and kidencrusted house that Jake loves. If he could, he would wrap his arms
around their home, encircling it with walls made of thick, corded
muscle. Strong. Steadfast. Immobile.
But now he dances.The rake slick in his grasp. It catches leaves
and twigs and long blades of dead grass. Snap—a branch cracks.The
Leaf Queen turns on her heel. And turns.The sweep of leaves fills
his ears with the rustle of the dress, the murmur of the crowd, their
sudden hush—the fall of silence as he twirls, fanning the leaves in a
kaleidoscope of golds, mahoganies, and crimsons. His heart swells.
It beats in double, triple time. It blooms inside his chest, completely
free.
The sky darkens. Leaves flutter like crows wings and he is lifted
aloft and then borne down and down, crashing, crunching.
“Jake?”
His arm burns. The spot where Brian squeezed it. The veins
twist like vines winding tighter and tighter, squeezing and
squeezing.
“Jake! Jake! Can you hear me?”
The night sky falls, enclosing him in cool warmth and soft
ground. But his head is in the stars.
“I’m calling 911. Stay with me, Jake!”
The Leaf Queen rises tall in her triumph. No one commands
her. No one is master of her heart. She is wild. She is wildness. She
is wilderness.A tornado of leaves twirls amid the rattle of bone. She
lifts her chin, high.
A rough mouth pulls the breath out of her. Sucks it out and
puts it back inside Jake.
A fist pounds her chest, grinding the leaf dress to a papery pulp.
When she gasps her last raspy breath, Jake’s eyes flutter open.
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Musty, bitter dust fills his nostrils.The smell of decaying leaves.
He lies in the leaf pile.
“Jake, Jake! Oh my God.”
Brian drapes himself over Jake’s chest.Tears and sweat run down
his face. Jake tastes the salt.
Leaves snap like twigs.“Sir, allow us. Sir.” EMTs pull Brian away.
The blue sky tilts. No stars twinkle. Jake finds his breath. And
his heartbeat. It is steady. Not wild. Not wild at all.
Brian squeezes his hand. Jake finds the deep laugh line in his
husband’s face and wishes he could crawl inside, where it is cool and
smooth, and sleep.
“Sir, we’re going to transport you to the ER, okay?”
Okay. Okay. Jake nods. Instead of crawling into Brian’s laugh
line, he whispers, “Let the kids play with their mashed potatoes.”
Brian frowns.The laugh line disappears.
That’s good. Everything in its place. Precise. Brian’s face is
smooth. Jake touches it as the EMTs lift him onto the stretcher,
crushing the leaves under their big black boots. Smashing them into
the soft ground. Obliterating them.
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The Leaf Queen

Barbed Wire Fence
CARL MEUSER

he farmer looked up from his work bench as the boy stalked
into the machine shed. Normally quick and careless in his
movements, the boy’s lithe body had constricted in on itself as he
sought to contain his rage.
“Well, I’m here,” the boy snarled.“This better be good.”
This was outside the farmer’s experience.To manage corralled
cattle, he had a piece of white, plastic pipe for signaling and prodding. His horse responded to oats and the bit, and his dogs to
affection and reproach. For rattlesnakes, he used a shovel.
“Good morning, Josh.”The farmer gathered his wrenches and
returned them to their assigned cabinets, taking his time. “Could
you grab those fence pliers and put ’em in that bucket?”
“What are fence pliers?”
The farmer walked across a cement floor to a metal workbench
at the end of a large, corrugated metal shed, three quarters of which
was filled with farm machinery.“These are fence pliers. Besides just
bein’ pliers, see how one side has this snub-nosed hammer head?
They’re not as good as a real hammer, but they’re heavy enough you
can use ’em that way in a pinch.” He dropped them in a five-gallon
plastic bucket.
“You want me to put these in the pick-up?”
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“No, we’re gonna walk.”
“Why can’t we drive?”
“Because it’s too muddy on the wheat side. We’d just get
stuck—and we’d tear up a bunch of wheat in the process. The
pasture side is too rough to drive.”
“Who’s going to carry all of this stuff?”
The boy was wiry but unhardened, and the farmer, himself
thick-set to the point of appearing ponderous, knew the boy
couldn’t yet handle much of a load. “I’ll get most of it, but you’ll
need to help.”
The boy lashed the man with his glare.The farmer ignored him
and began filling the bucket with fence staples, wire clips, a hammer,
narrating where the tools and supplies were and their uses as he
went.
“Can you grab that yellow tool over there in that corner? The
one with the clamps on the ends and a handle in the middle.”
“What is it?”
“It’s a wire stretcher.”
The boy did not ask what it was for or why they needed it. He
picked it up and stood facing out of the corner.
“While you’re back there, can you also grab the post driver? It’s
that heavy orange tube with handles there behind you.”
The boy grabbed the handle and stumbled as he lifted the
driver.“How am I supposed to carry this?”
Taking the post driver from the boy, he said, “You’re not. I’ll
carry it.” With the bucket and a fence post in one hand and the
driver in the other, he began walking across the farm yard toward a
barbed-wire fence that ran along the back of the yard.
The boy watched him for a short time, then followed, carrying
the wire stretcher.The farmer stopped at a metal swinging gate and
waited for the boy to arrive. The boy unchained the gate, letting
them both through.
“How much am I getting paid?” the boy asked.
“Why would I give you a different answer this time?” asked the
farmer.
“Then why am I doing it?”
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“Because you’re a member of this family, and we run cattle.” He
didn’t wait for the boy to respond before setting off down the fence
that ran behind the house and enclosed a pasture that was a quarter
mile wide and a half mile long.
It was poor ground, hard and red.A single, stunted elm and two
scraggly cedars were the only trees in the expanse, but he loved this
pasture. He had hunted rabbits among its scattered bluffs of exposed
shale, and he had learned to ride a horse and cut cattle from the
score its summer grass could support. He looked again at Josh and
realized that the boy, just two months on the farm, had no such
memories.
“You know I don’t want to be doing this.”The kid had caught
up when the farmer stopped to staple a wire to a post.
“Yup.”
“You probably didn’t want to do this when you were a kid.”
“First of all, yes I did. I loved being out here in this very pasture
when I was your age. I didn’t just sit around playing video games all
day. Second, you’re not really a kid anymore. You’re twelve, and
you’re decent sized for your age.”
“Well, I don’t want to.”
The farmer knew he had no magic words to make the boy
want to. Josh was not attuned to the rhythms of the farm, of heifers
giving birth in the spring, of the difficulties they often had with
their first calves, of how important was vigilance as calving drew
near, of how critical it was to be close at hand when the calves were
dropped. The boy had no concept of the extra time and effort
required in getting cattle back into a pasture once they had found a
weak spot in the fence and broken through. He had no notion of
the return on the investment of a cold, damp Saturday morning
spent trudging the perimeter of a pasture mending the fence.
Above all, the farmer had no recourse to the bonds of blood.
He was not the boy’s father.
The farmer turned and walked to the next post.“Come on over
here, Josh. I’m goin’ to show you how to put a clip on a T-post.”
The boy sauntered to the fence post where the farmer waited.
The farmer looked into the boy’s eyes and saw hate. Part of his mind
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went cold and part marveled that a person so young could hold
such hard emotion.
“Okay,” he said,“I’m going to show you how to put a fence clip
on, then you’ll do the next one.”
He was not thinking of all the ways the fence mending with his
stepson could spin out of control. He was doing what he had always
done when complications arose, which was to lower his shoulder
and bull his way to where he wanted to go in the first place.
The farmer reached into the bucket, retrieved a clip.“First, you
get the wire strand up on the notch of the T-post where it’s level.
Even though you’re wearin’ gloves, be careful of the barbs.You see
how the hook is a V-shape? The bottom of the V goes over the
bottom of the T. Now, you put the short hook side over the—”
The boy looked to be making a point of not watching.
“Josh!” the farmer barked.The boy looked at him. “You need
to watch what I’m doin’, because you’re doin’ the next one.”
“I can tell what you’re doing.”
“You’re lookin’ at everything but what I’m doin’.”
The boy looked up and into the farmer’s face. His eyes were
now merely cold.“It can’t be that hard if you’re doing it.”
The farmer’s own eyes snapped wide.After a cooling moment,
he said, “Well, we’ll see how you do on the next one. Like I was
sayin’, you put the short hook over the wire, then you put this other
side that looks like a pig tail over the wire.The next thing you do is
you take these fence pliers and crimp down on the hook so it
doesn’t go anywhere.Then, you grab the pig tail side like this and
twist it around the wire strand.That torques it down and makes it so
the wire’s good and tight on the post.”
Without hesitating, the farmer picked up the bucket, post, and
driver and continued up the fence line.
Josh let the farmer move ahead several steps before following,
then he muttered,“How far do we have to go?”
The farmer stopped and turned,“Did you say something?”
“I said…how…far…do…we…have…to…go?”
“Well, as I’ve told you, it’s a half mile from our house—”
“Your house.”
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The farmer paused, then restarted. “It’s a half mile from our
house to the road up ahead.Then it’s about a quarter mile over to
the wheat, a half mile down to the south end of the pasture and
about a quarter mile back along the south side to the house.As you
can see, we’re gettin’ close to the road, so we have just over a mile to
go.”
“I just asked how far. I didn’t want a lecture.”
“You need to know how to tell distance out here by yourself.”
“I don’t want to know how to do any of this.”
The farmer kept his mouth clenched and strode along the fence
and into a boggy wash. He placed his load carefully on the far side
and began to clear weeds and debris from the weighted barbed wire
flap that hung down from the bottom strand of the fence.
The boy stomped into the wash, and his feet sank into the mud
to his ankles.“AHH! My favorite shoes! Why didn’t you say something?”
The farmer turned away from the boy, so as not to show the
uncontrollable smirk he felt spreading on his face. “It rained two
days ago, Josh.You shouldn’t need me to explain where mud comes
from.
“My feet are dry, and if you’d worn the work boots I bought ya
and spent two hours mink oilin’ for ya, your feet’d be dry, too.” He
went back to his work while the boy seethed.
He could feel the boy’s glare, but the boy said nothing, did
nothing.After a few minutes of working by himself, the farmer said,
“Come on down here and help with this water gap.”
“Why?”
“The sooner we get done, the sooner you can get your feet
warm.”
The boy hesitated for a moment, then dropped the wire
stretcher, and stepped down to help.
“Thank you,” said the farmer. As they worked the farmer
explained how water gaps functioned and that it was important to
check them after a big rain.“Cattle are happy to walk right out of
a pasture, but they get can get stupid and stubborn when you try to
get ’em back in.”
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From the water gap, the farmer strode up the fence line until
he came to a post with a missing clip.The boy was trudging through
the pasture, cradling the fence stretcher, his body sagging like an
overloaded mule.“Here’s your chance to show off your fence clipping skills.”
The boy dumped the wire stretcher onto the farmer’s boots.
“Sick!” He twisted his mouth into a smirk and began fumbling with
the clip. He put the wire on the wrong side of the post. He tried to
put the clip on backwards.
The farmer stood quietly, until the boy started to repeat his
fumblings, then he asked,“How are your feet? Cold yet?”
The boy looked up at the farmer. The smirk became a hard,
narrow line.The farmer stood still, conscious of every muscle twitch,
trying to show no emotion. He made no attempt to fill the silence.
The boy’s dam burst.“GODDAMN YOU, Mike!”
The farmer had anticipated an outburst, but the audacity of
cursing him with his first name showed a will to assault and insult
that broke over his mind like a sheet of ice. He held his words until
the narrow line of the boy’s lips began to quiver.
“Where were you, boy, when I was twelve, and I walked this
fence and fixed it by myself? When have you ever spent a day doing
anything for anyone but yourself? I’ve been cursed at by some men
in my life, and if they were worthwhile people, I let it slide.What
have you done in your life that makes you big enough to curse my
name?”
The boy glared into the farmer’s face.The farmer waited.Then
he slowly looked at his watch, then looked again at the boy.
The boy dropped his eyes and quietly put the wire on the
correct side of the fence. As he struggled with the clip, the farmer
reached down, grabbed the boy’s hands and helped him attach the
clip.The farmer said nothing, but picked up the tools and bucket
and resumed walking the fence.
The two trudged in silence until they came to a wooden post
that was missing two staples.As the farmer bent to make the repair,
Josh asked. “How come there’s some wood posts and some green
posts and some orange posts? It looks trashy.”
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The farmer pivoted and stood full at the word trashy. He made
no effort to conceal his anger. “It started off as a wood post fence.
When my dad was about your age, he and his dad built this fence.
They dug all the post holes themselves. Tamped in the posts by
themselves. Strung all the wire by themselves. My dad did
not…get…paid.”
He became conscious of his rising voice and that the boy’s
goading had broken through. He softened his tone.“Over the years,
when a post rots and falls apart, we replace it with a metal post,
because they last longer. Make sense?”
“Sure.”
“Okay, I got one of the staples, I’ll let you get the other.You can
take out some of your aggravation. Pretend the staple is my head,”
the farmer said, chuckling as he offered the hammer to the boy.
The boy shook his head.“You said these fence pliers worked as
a hammer. I’ll see if you’re right.”
“Suit yourself. I’ll be up at the next post using the real
hammer.”The farmer moved ahead, keeping an eye on the boy as
he walked.
The boy tried to tap the staple to start it into the wood, but the
fence pliers were awkward.The jointed handles moved independently. The head was small and the heft was not enough to produce
much force. With every stroke, each of which seemed merely to
bounce the staple off the side of the old wooden post, the boy
reared his arm back farther and smashed the pliers harder.
The farmer imagined the boy trying to pound this new lot in
life, this life on the farm, far from his beloved city and his old friends
and his weekends watching football and playing video games with
his father, into oblivion.
As the farmer bent to his own work, a scream, filled with resentment and pain, exploded from the boy when the plier head smashed
his index finger.The farmer turned full to the boy and saw him bent
over, clutching his hand.“What happened? How bad is it?”
The boy looked up and glared.
“Well,” offered the farmer, “It’ll grow back. That’s how you
learn.”
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Now the farmer saw hate in the boy’s face, raw and fiery.“ARE
YOU KIDDING? I crushed my finger!You’re the stupidest person
in the world!”
The farmer moved toward the boy. Josh grabbed the pliers,
stood and hurled them at his head.The farmer moved aside enough
for the tool to glance off his shoulder and into the ditch beyond the
fence.
“I’m done with you!”The boy turned and started to walk.
The farmer felt his face contort, the veins expand in his forehead, the rush of blood into his head. “So, you’re gonna take your
trucks and run away like your old man?”
The boy stopped and turned.The look in his eyes changed from
hateful to contemptuous. “I didn’t want to leave! I didn’t want to
move to that crappy little town, and I sure didn’t want to move out
to this stupid farm!”
In his reptilian brain, the farmer wanted to sprint the short yards
to the boy and sink his fist into his face, to drain the contempt from
the boy’s mind into the dirt and wrench from the boy’s heart respect
for his farm and the fence his father built and the hard life he had
chosen.
But his human mind gained purchase. He looked into the boy’s
flushed face and heard his shallow breathing.
“I know you didn’t choose this.Your mom chose to move to
Danby to get a fresh start.Then she chose me.You didn’t.”
“I wouldn’t choose you in a million years.”
“Maybe not, but I’m what you have.” The farmer stepped
forward, pulling a bandana from his pocket.“Let me see that.”
The skin was broken, and a small stream of blood oozed from
the open skin. He held out the red cloth.“Press this on it.”The boy
did and soon the blood had stopped. “You’ll be fine until we get
back.”
The farmer moved to the fence, put his foot on the lowest
strand, grabbed the next strand up and lifted it to make the gap
between them big enough for a small human.“Now, get down there
and find those pliers. The handle is red and the grass is brown. It
shouldn’t be hard.”
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The boy looked up incredulous, but the farmer’s face was hard,
so he slowly crawled between the barbs and into the ditch. As the
boy climbed back through the wires, the farmer took the tool from
him and pounded a wire staple into the post.“See, it works.”
They picked up their gear and supplies and continued in
silence.They turned the corner where the pasture met the wheat
field and soon came to a wrecked post and broken bottom wire.
“The kid who works for us in the summer hit this with a disk
last year. It happens. He’s a good kid. He’ll work for us for a couple
more summers, I hope.”
He paused,“Okay, here’s where we finally get to use that wire
stretcher you’ve been lugging over half the state.”
The boy remained silent but watched the farmer as he worked,
detaching the wires from the broken post, driving the new post,
using the stretcher to splice the broken wire, clipping the wires to
the new post.When he finished, he turned to the boy.“I shouldn’t
have said that about your dad. But you’ve gotta know that I’m
always goin’ to take your Mom’s side.”The farmer collected his tools
and continued walking down the fence line.
The boy followed closely. After a few minutes, he cleared his
throat and said, “We should’ve come this way first, so you didn’t
have to carry the post all the way around.”
The farmer stopped and turned to look at the boy. His face
showed no hate, no love.“I’ve been goin’ that direction for twentyfive years, but you’re probably right. Could’ve left the post driver in
the weeds up on the north end, too. Picked it up the next time we
went to town.That’s good thinkin’.” He saw, or more likely imagined, a shadow of gratitude on the boy’s face.
Josh would probably never admit it, the farmer thought, but all
of this, the hard work, the pushing through pain, the compliment
for his good thinking, was good for the boy.
He knew as well that he’d done damage. He tried to think that
it might all balance, but somehow, he knew it didn’t work that way.
They walked the rest of the way in silence.As the boy chained
the gate behind them, the farmer took the wire stretchers from him.
“I’m not goin’ to try to turn you into a farmer, but I am goin’ to
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try to turn you into a man. Now, go on in and get out of those
shoes and get your finger patched up.”
Josh turned and started walking toward the house.The farmer
called after him, “And tell your mom I said you did a good job.”
The boy started to look back, but he caught himself and turned
away.
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The Edge of Elsewhere
MARGARET IRISH

saw him over Alice’s shoulder while she was sitting at my kitchen
table talking about her garden. A young guy outside on my lawn,
track suit and ponytail, no one I knew. Alice was saying something
about getting new seating and lighting and canopies, paving most of it
over and having plants in pots. I scraped my chair back said ‘Alice—’
The guy was going into my shed, then he was out again with
my hammer and box of screwdrivers. So I opened the patio door
and asked him what he was doing, and he just looked at me calmly
and said, ‘We’re just going through here,’ like something was
arranged that I didn’t know about, or like he was talking to
someone else. I said,‘No you’re not! Who are you?’And Alice gave
a little shriek, ‘What the hell do you think you’re doing?’ But while
we were squaring up to him a child slipped in the patio door and
went through to open the front. I saw them then around the corner,
a load of others getting out of a people carrier parked in the drive,
and when I ran into the house they were piling in with bags and
chatter, like a bunch of relatives arriving.
I looked for my phone but they’d got it. I looked for Alice, but
I’ll be kind and say she ran for help. Ran, anyway. It was a shock to
see them in the hall, going up the stairs—but I knew already.They
were taking over.
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Well, I wasn’t leaving. I counted ten of them, four adults including
Ponytail, who looked about eighteen.Their track suits were clean
and they sounded quite civil, the parents with foreign accents, the
children without.‘We’re sorry to disturb you,’ the father was saying,
‘but we have nowhere else to go.’ It didn’t matter what I said. Ponytail had pocketed the fob for my alarm, the panel of which he was
prising off the wall.There was nothing to do but breathe and say
this is happening, this is the present moment, and at least he’s put
the hammer down.
They were arguing over rooms now, who would sleep where.
The mother said there would be no trouble, and I could still have
my own bedroom.
‘What are you talking about? Get out of my house this minute!’
It was pointless. I watched the kids explore the house and run
around the garden, delighted that both were huge.The lawn was a
perfect football pitch and the pond held possibilities. Meanwhile I
discovered a young woman nursing an infant on the sofa, and was
just going soft over the baby when I got a grip.
‘This is trespass.This is an outrage!’
‘You have plenty of room,’ she said pleasantly. ‘You don’t want
me and my baby sleeping on the street?’
‘Certainly not! I support the homeless, but…’
‘Well, isn’t that perfect? We really appreciate…’
‘…but I like my privacy! And I’m entitled to it!’
‘…privacy,’ she said, looking at the infant in her arms. ‘I know
what you mean! We used to like it too.’
‘Huh? How long were you planning to stay?’
‘Just ’til we get our own place,’ the mother said. ‘Don’t worry,
I’m a good cook.’
‘You? In my kitchen?’
‘Of course.You hardly want to cater for all of us.’
I was stuck in a lockjawed gasp.
‘Okay, tell me, why do you pick on widows? It’s not fair!’
‘We don’t really, just anyone in a big house with spare space.
Come on, it makes sense.’
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A girl called down the stairs, ‘Is ours the only room with no
bathroom!?’
Her mother shouted something sharp.
‘We looked at quite a few places in Tall Oaks,’ the father was
saying.‘Yours was the best.’
‘Charming! You spied on me?’
‘Research, we call it.’
‘Listen, when my sons get home you’d better be gone.’
‘But they’re in Australia, aren’t they, so that won’t be any time
soon.’
‘Hey, my friend is gone for help! You’ll have a roof tonight
alright, and nice barred windows!’
Oooh, I was pleased with that.They just smiled.
The mother, whose name was unpronounceable but sounded to me
like Gondi-something, was stirring a spicy pot on the stove. The
smell of cooking was quite a novelty for me—I usually eat out or
have frozen meals for one. But I love spicy and wasn’t going to resist
a taste, so I sat in my chair and accepted a plateful while they sat
around the table. It had a huge fiery jolt to it, but then the most
divine flavours coming through.Well, I’m quite a gracious person
when I’m fed, so when I’d finished I found I was making a pot of
tea, while they sat enthusing about their home-cooked meal.The
adults poured out mugs appreciatively, Ponytail started filling the
dishwasher and I took a long, deep breath.
Half of a teenage girl appeared around the door.
‘Hello—what’s the Wi-Fi password?’
‘Cheeky pup.’
‘All one word?’
‘Cheeky. Pound sign. Pup. Exclamation mark!’
The half girl disappeared.
‘Oh, let her have it,’ Gondi said. ‘She just wants to talk to her
friends!’There was a shriek of frustration from the living room.
‘Course she does, and post videos of her new place. No lady, your
brood will have to run in the garden and climb trees like we did!’
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That felt good. I sat still and tried to think about those trees,
those blue and sunny days. Nostalgia can be useful when the present
moment stinks.
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I wasn’t actually any good at climbing trees, but in summer we went
wild with the long days and the freedom and the new scent of
everything.The smell of cut hay, or arms that the sun had been on;
I tried to focus on those. Baled hay, especially. In the fields near us
they made huge round bales that looked like fun but were useless,
wouldn’t budge no matter how many of us got behind and pushed,
but a few fields away they used an ancient baler, one that sucked
rows of hay in the front and chugged chunky bricks of it out the
back.We always went to watch the thing in action, and thought it
looked like a manic hen laying square eggs all over the field. The
men stacked them in threes against each other, growled at us not to
touch them and moved on.
But the bales were clearly building blocks and we were a gang
of kids. Maybe someone had a plan but we didn’t think about it, just
worked at hefting and stacking until some kind of house took shape.
It could turn out long and narrow or big and square, with a door if
we remembered, or just a place to climb in.You could stand on the
top and see the fields all around, or you could walk along the walls,
or you could huddle down inside the scented den.That was the best
bit. It had a sweet hay smell and a floor of scratchy stubble and our
voices sounded different there. Our hideaway was visible to anyone
from miles off, but we’d made it ourselves and now the sky was
huge and we could do anything. It always started getting dark while
we were talking, then there’d be a panic to put the field back the
way it was, stacking the bales in the groups of three that always
seemed to end up at one side of the field, like there was a slope to
it.Then a race home with hay all over us, to swear we were up to
nothing.
I hadn’t thought about any of that for years and years.
Someone from town bought the fields when we were teenagers,
offered a price too good for the family to resist. Couldn’t blame
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them—I’m not the sentimental type. I knew what would come
next, that’s just the way things are. But although I wouldn’t admit it
at the time, it broke my unsentimental heart to see the slow crawl of
houses across those fields.
I could speak my mind now though.
‘There are too many houses, that’s what I think, and I don’t
mind saying so!’
This brought a loud silence from my guests, so I went on.
‘And you know what? There are too many people!’
They all looked at me, and I stared hard at them.Then we got
tired of that game. But I was on a roll now, so I called them together
and managed to get them to sit down.
‘Okay folks, we’ve all had a nice meal, and now I want to say
something. I very much appreciate how difficult your situation is. I
have the most profound sympathy for you all, and I do hope you
find what you’re looking for. But you can’t stay here. This isn’t a
guest house, this is my home. My home.’
‘Ew, it’s her hewem!’ the Pup whispered out loud, before
someone clapped a hand over her mouth.The father gestured for
quiet and gathered himself up to speak.
‘Lady, we respect your home...’
He paused for effect, then started on about how he understood
my concerns and would do his utmost, etc, etc, to take them into
account.
‘We know where you’re coming from,’ Ponytail added helpfully,
‘I mean—we so do.’
‘Wait, wait…is this one of those TV things? Are there cameras?’
They all looked baffled, the father quite indignant. ‘Oh look, the
police will be here sooner or later, so why do you bother?’
‘You can say we’re relatives; it’s all a misunderstanding.’
‘Ha ha! Course I will!’
‘Just to mention,’ Gondi said, ‘we buy all our own food and
clean the oven.We separate the recycling.’
Fake already. Relatives never do that.
‘We’ll touch nothing personal of yours.We’ll hoover the stairs—’
‘While your children are wrecking the place!’
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‘We’ll have a cleaning rota.You need do nothing.’
‘Oh, you’re too kind.’
Where was Alice? How long could it take to dial 999?
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The baby started crying and that affected me, so I went out to the
garden. It was full of children, just like the house. I considered
running to the neighbours for help, but I knew if I went out that
gate I’d have crossed the line—I’d be on the outside, and they’d be
in possession of my home. I decided to have a snoop inside their car
instead, poke around, pull at things.And folded up in the back, what
did I find? An enormous tent.They could easily have pitched it in
the garden and had all the boiling water and showers they wanted,
and we’d have been the best of friends! I’d have let them camp,
wouldn’t I? I flopped onto the bench. Ponytail was doing yoga on
the lawn, but unfolded himself out of a lotus to come and sit beside
me. He was spaced out for a minute before he spoke.
‘I think you miss your boys.’
‘People say that—but honestly, I haven’t time. I’m always busy.’
‘Really?’
‘Why couldn’t you just ask to pitch your tent? Spare yourselves
a criminal record.’
‘Because my sister and the baby need a roof.’
The old heartstring tug. I ignored it. I sat listening to the birds
and thinking about the sweet-scented house of hay. But I was having
trouble now bringing it back. I tried to conjure up the sound of
buzzing things on long evenings, the taste of tiny strawberries in the
ditches, hiding red under green leaves.
‘All this was a field once too,’ Ponytail said, spooking me a bit.
‘No it wasn’t—these houses are old!’
A big guffaw from him.
‘And they’re elegant and well-spaced, not ugly little boxes like
they throw up now.’
‘Ugly? Hey! Warm and dry.’
‘Do your boys visit often?’The father asked me at the patio door. So
gentle, so soft-spoken!
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‘Oh, leave it, what’s it to you! What I want to know is, do you
ever target widowers, or are women easier prey?’
‘No, we stayed with an old geezer once. He really appreciated
the hot meals.We drove him places too, and picked up prescriptions.’
‘But guys are territorial. Didn’t you fight over who got to go
out at night and piss against the garden wall?’
‘Eh…no. Please, if you need any carpentry or DIY, I’ve done a
little—’
‘No thank you! And I’m not geriatric, I don’t need home help.’
‘We’re not. Just good housemates.We do our bit.’
‘Actually, I have visitors tomorrow—the women’s drumming
circle. I think we’ll make it an all-day practice.You’ll love Alice on
the kettle drums.’
‘Lady…please, give it a little while.Try it out.’
In the kitchen the chrome was shining, the floor ridiculously clean,
and Gondi was at the counter weighing out flour. I felt a stab of rage
that she was using my scales, but then I saw her scribbled recipe for
Coconut Lime Cake.
‘I’ve really missed baking,’ she was saying.‘It’s been such a long
time.And you have all this equipment!’
She was peeling stickers off two sandwich tins I’d never got
around to using. Cheeky Pup was in a sulk, cleaning the fridge
where she’d spilled a red drink.
‘My pet hate, cleaning fridges,’ I said conversationally,‘Just when
you’ve done it, something always spills and you’re off again!’
Gondi folded a dish towel carefully.
‘You have a fridge to clean.’
Okay. Right. I couldn’t win.
I made tea, and for a full minute it went completely quiet.Then the
baby gave a gurgle in his carrycot, sounding just like my little
grandson ten thousand miles away.Then another tiny murmur, oh
exactly the same. I’d keep him alright.And his mother to look after
him, she’d be no trouble. She’d hardly said a word all the time, just
looked very content and absorbed in her kid.There was a rocking
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horse in the attic he could use when he got older, an old thing I
was keeping for the grandchildren but would probably forget all
about when they were here.
I finished my tea and found Cheeky Pup in the hall, sticking
little plastic hooks to the wall.
‘No! No structural changes.’
‘Structural? Hello?’
‘Nothing on walls!’ I tried to whisk one off but it was glued hard.
‘I need to keep my stuff near the mirror—there’s only one fulllength!’
‘Tough!’
‘You don’t get it—it’s Takeover Day!You’re lucky to have us—a
bunch of guys wanted this place only my dad’s a faster driver.
They’re at your neighbour’s now, I saw their van!’
I ran to the window but couldn’t see it—maybe it was at
Alice’s? Maybe she arrived home to a vanload of derelicts sprawled
on her furniture, leaving marks on her white floors and shooting up
in the conservatory? Maybe she’d envy me! Then I heard the Pup
sniggering behind me and had to breathe, compose myself and leave
the scene.
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Oh, wouldn’t I love to keep that brat and put manners on her!
Gondi would be part of the deal of course, to back me up. And
continue baking, if she liked. I sat in a kitchen chair and watched
her pour the cake mixture into the tins. I went outside to the bench
and watched the circus on my lawn, doing more damage than a
clatter of badgers.At least the younger kids had ditched their shoes;
the boy trailing his toes in the pond reminded me of something
from way back, and the two girls doing cartwheels on the grass
seemed familiar. I closed my eyes, and when I opened them the sun
was high and a bit blinding, like a light that had come and altered
everything.You couldn’t look at it and you couldn’t look away, and
it had carefully left untouched every fine detail of your summer
scene, your grass and patio, your children playing, who seemed like
they had always been there, your hum of birds beyond, just at the
edge of elsewhere.
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The man on the seat opposite me was saying something about
starting tomorrow on the vegetable patch, just to get some salad
leaves planted, because you can never have too many of those. He
was going to need a bit of help, of course.
Well, I told him I didn’t want to get involved.
Of course, he said, but everybody can help. He went off to see
what tools I had and I let him go, I’d deal with it all later.The sun
had moved to just the right angle and I dozed for a few seconds,
and next thing I knew Gondi was leaning out the kitchen window,
telling me about when she was small and used to make mud cakes
with her sister on the riverbank. She always put two pebbles on top
of hers and her sister put three, then they’d leave them on a hot rock
to bake. Next day they might have come apart or gone mushy in
the rain, or some boys might have kicked them off, but sometimes
they were perfect. Once she went to check on them in the new
blue dress her aunt had sent, and got mud on the dress and tried to
wash it off by dipping the skirt in the river, but that only made it
worse. She was afraid to go home then and hid behind the boats for
hours, until it got dark and she heard them all out looking for her,
yelling her name, and then—
She disappeared from the window for a minute, and when she
came back she was into a different story, this time about the indoor
market where she had a stall with her husband, selling rugs and
crafts and small pieces of furniture.That was until the big fire when
they lost all their stock, the place got closed down and the daughter
had to help out with the rent.They were managing okay, just about,
until the son-in-law’s motorbike crash. He was in a bad way in
hospital for weeks, he was supposed to pull through but didn’t even
live to see the baby.Their son had some work in a fast food place
but that wasn’t enough, so they pitched their tent in the park but
then they got evicted from there, and then—
‘No no, wait a minute!’ I was trying to say,‘There are supports
there when things go wrong, you can always—’
‘Oh we tried all those, one after another.’ She was rattling off a
list, and counting things out on her fingers.‘And then—’
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And then there was a long string of mishaps, and setbacks and
closed doors.
‘Well okay…you know, sometimes you get a run of bad luck
like that, but eventually things turn around. It’ll pick up—it always
does.’
‘Oh, sure!’ Her face was different, hard.‘Wouldn’t it be lovely if
that was true?’
I woke from a daze and got the smell of coconut toasting. I
didn’t know where I was.
I blink a few times and try to focus. I can see Gondi lying on the
sun lounge with her eyes closed.The kids have gathered around the
pond.Taking advantage of the lull,Tig has adjusted his ponytail and
started to mow the lawn, churning up scents of new-cut grass and
ancient hay.
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The Edge of Elsewhere

No One Looks Up
JULIA L. OFFEN

igures pass below me in the courtyard, but up here on the roof
I am invisible. Most people don’t need to look up, or down.This
couple that pauses in the lamplight continue their argument in
familiar tight, strained voices. Christ, can’t you relax for just one
evening, the man’s voice demands, one evening is all I ask. He has
squared off, turned to block her way. She is slumped before him yet
speaks out again. She’s a new sitter, you know that, she says. The
woman is tired, and moves in closer to touch him so that their
shadows merge into a single dark misshapen streak that reaches out
across the concrete toward me. Can’t we just go home, she begs.
They move away together, deeper into the shadows at the back of
the complex, but I know the argument is not over.
If it were Marco, he might even take my hand as we went up the
stairs, but his grip would be hard, almost painful, and I would hold
my breath to not give it away. But before we reached the door it
would come out and I would apologize, admit my concern was
foolish. But then I am not a mother, as the sharp ache in the pit of
my stomach reminds me. I try to wonder how protective I would be,
but the abstraction is too forced, the pain too new for projections, so
I lean back again to the cold roof.The stiff tiles suck the warmth
from my body, and I shiver, grateful for the numbness that will come.
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Another man below me rushes a child along, pulling at the
bundled arm. It is far too late for a child this young to be out. He
pulls the child more roughly when it stumbles, and I decide it must
be a boy. From what I have seen, men treat girls differently. But then
he picks the child up and steps more quickly across the courtyard.
He holds the child tightly, close to his neck, and I think it must be
his. Perhaps the father is rushing it home, or to an estranged wife.
His week visitation may be over, but he could be taking the child
away. From my vantage I may be witness to a kidnapping, guilty by
association. But the single figure disappears, past the rows of mailboxes, and into the next complex.
It’s strange watching people leave. They don’t recede slowly,
then disappear into darkness, leaving only a memory behind. People
leave in different stages of your awareness. If they’re walking away
at night, they’ll pass under a streetlight, or in front of a lighted
window, or even before a neon sign, and then suddenly you will
really see them, clearly, as if for the first time. It will be their back,
but you can always fill in the rest. Like the endless lines to fill in and
stay between in a new coloring book when you’re young, you can
spend your life filling in the rest of them, perhaps exchanging a back
more broad, or one nearer the ground, or one more convenient for
brushing your own hair against, or drawing your lips down, one
vertebrae at a time.
I stare down into the courtyard as a trio of teenagers enter,
siblings I have seen before. They must be returning from a party,
because they try too hard to be quiet, to tiptoe and whisper, but
their voices are high and disruptive, and their steps uneven as they
hurry one another along.The thin younger girl off to the side shakes
the loose curls from her face and joins in their soft laughter, but I
sense a hesitation that draws me to her. She observes the edges of
the darkness with a sharpness that tells me if she were alone she
would notice me and stop.
I know people jump from roofs, sometimes head-first to the
pavement, but that is not my intention. It is the perspective I crave.
My drug, but cold and real. As a child, I would steel myself and
climb out to the farthest wood shake shingle that would bear my
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weight.To lean out into the cold darkness, let it wash my face.To
stay on the edge, at a precarious angle to my life, to anyone’s life. I
would forget to come down, and wake, face damp, straddling a
narrow chimney.
Sudden hysterical laughter breaks from a lower window, then
soft moans follow, spreading upward, and I am again aware of the
chill. I don’t wait to mark the last passage, to note when the evening
ends, or the exact point at which the lover goes home, but instead
twist my body to leave. Stiff with cold, I move carefully across the
slant of the roof to where the trap door drops me onto the thirdfloor pebbled walk beside my door. I have left it open, and the
neighbor’s cat will need to be found, hiding its kittens in my closet,
and chased back outside where she must defend her brood from the
elements and her owner. I am not a haven for unwanted kittens, but
the cat has hope.
Beside me in the cool sunshine of the courtyard, my neighbor forces
her straw hat lower over the darkness around her eyes and tells me
she has given up her daughter, let the father take her. I nod but she’s
not looking. It’s just stress, she says, and with calm, clinical focus
recalls for me the slow darkening of the red print across her
daughter’s cheeks, the passive acceptance in the slope of her shoulders. It used to be fear, she says, and her tone breaks. I steer her back
to the subject of the father, whom I have never met.What sort of a
man is he? She shrugs with disinterest and the shadow from her hat
advances and then retreats across her chest. Does it really matter, she
asks. I hear the soft exhale of breath that tells me she does not want
an answer. It is something I understand.We sip our cheap beer and
stare across the concrete at the ping-pong table before us. I imagine
the hollow ball trapped in an endless volley, longing for the temporary stasis of the net.
Would you care for some table-tennis, the manager asks us. He
has bought a new set of paddles, and wants us to notice and appreciate them. I hold one timidly, flat rubber between thumb and
forefinger.The firmer ones are better, he tells me. He bought the
hardest grade they carry, he says, short of bare wood. He hovers over
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me, proud but anxious, until I return the paddle. He knows I prefer
to watch. He settles into his lounge chair beside us and squints at
the sun.We watch the table together in silence. It is old and warped,
with uneven chalky white circles tracing the outlines of the last
rainstorm, the latest oblong puddles the table has borne.The net is
new and firm, though, pulled taut where the manager has adjusted
it, above the seam separating the two sides.
The old woman from the first floor hobbles out. Have you
seen my dog, she asks, hollow breath rasping.The manager stretches
with pleasure. Dogs are not allowed here, he says slowly, with the
usual smile. Nonsense, the woman snaps. She shakes the table as
though to loose a phantom dog from beneath its steel-pipe legs.
The manager frowns at her grip.Your dog is dead, old woman, he
snaps. He brushes her from the table with his foot and she steps
back, one sun-spotted hand pressed to her mouth. No, she shakes
her head, my husband bought him for me.The woman beside me
sits up, pushes back her hat.The old man is dead, she says sharply,
just like the dog.We don’t really know that, but it hardly matters.
The old woman stumbles backwards, shaking her head, already
gone from us. Harry, she calls softly, turning the corner. Harry,
come home now.
It is almost mid-afternoon when the women from the opposite
building join us. They step gracefully down their stairway and
stretch, the deep gold of the first one’s hair set off from the jet black
of her friend’s.The dark haired one takes up one of the paddles and
fingers it absently. What a lovely Saturday, says the blonde. The
manager crosses his arms and frowns at them.They say they work
nights, but we know what they do for money.The manager will not
let them bring the men home, though. It is unseemly, he says, and
lurks with his plumbing kit among their bathroom pipes to see that
they have not disobeyed him. Even when the toilet overflows, he
does not keep such a close guard on my bathroom fixtures. My hall
floods regularly.
The blonde rubs the point of her nails along the side of the
table.We’d like to play, she says to the manager, do you have balls
now? The woman beside me coughs through her nose.The manager
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sits up, planting one foot on either side of the lounge as he leans
forward. Haven’t you had enough of that game, he asks. He rises
quickly, and stalks off.The blonde arches one eyebrow as the office
door slams behind him.They search the cement together, laughing,
and finally draw a lost ball from beneath the scrub in the side plantings. The dark haired one returns to the table and bounces it once.
It crackles and bounces up awkwardly, but her friend takes up the
second paddle from the chair and steps to the other side of the table
to play.We take long swallows of our beer and settle deeper into our
chairs to watch.They are good players, graceful, and their strokes
show an easy, confident power.They work together with the understanding and love of a team, not opponents.
The blonde scores to end their volley, does a victory dance with
the paddle held out before her, first a partner, then a pivot.The darkhaired one pouts, until the blonde’s slow smile catches and lifts her.
Double or nothing, sweetie, they say together and laugh. Jinx.The
woman beside me pushes herself up awkwardly, not looking at any
of us.What the hell would you know about love, she demands, as
her empty bottle rolls lopsided across the concrete to bump gently
against its companions.
I squint into the sun and see the imprint of a glowing band
against my eyelids. I imagine the gold, flung into a lake, waves
widening until they lap harmlessly at the reeds along the shore. In
a life of interchanging relationships, what difference do our choices
make? Families can come upon you unaware, grab you by the throat,
or the abdomen, and shake you.
My body trembles, sunburned against the cold tiles in the darkness,
and I am caught in the memory of a warm body, the brush of
Marco’s lips across my collarbone. I draw my hands out to the limits
of my extension, palms down to the cold roof. In a moment, warm
drops cool my face, and I am shivering. I sit up, and stretch forward.
Except for the stray kitten at the edges of the lamp light, the courtyard has been empty tonight, but I see a man standing there now,
solitary and impatient, as he was when I watched him leave. I saw
his back then, but I can see his face tonight.As he stands, searching
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the upper darkness for me, I know it is not the comfortable illusion
I want to make of it. It is Marco.
I am no longer invisible as he stands in the exact center of the
courtyard looking up at me. His legs are planted wide, holding him
steady on the cement earth. He brings a hand up to shade the lamp’s
glare from his eyes. It’s not my fault, he says. I cannot see how any
of it could have been his fault, or mine even.The whole thing was
an accident, twice over. It’s odd how you can come to want what
you had tried to prevent for so long. Perhaps that is it. It’s not my
fault, he repeats for the entire complex to hear. I feel them shift in
their beds and smile. Cycles continue, and everyone gets theirs. It is
my turn.
He stands firm, the courtyard seeming to revolve around him,
and I feel his vague satisfaction that I am up here, alone after he has
left. Perhaps he thinks I’m here to jump, but he is wrong. I would
not need to climb roofs for that. Lives are simple enough to end as
it is.You can snuff one out with a single surge of dark blood. It can
happen anywhere, even in a line at the supermarket, holding a loaf
of bread and a carton of milk.An unfortunate accident, they would
say if they knew, perhaps it was stress. I feel the pain like a taste on
my tongue, metallic and alive again, let it slide between my fingers
as they slowly relax their grip. I am cold again, finally tired, and I
feel the pressure of all that I’ve drunk.
You can’t stay up there all night, he yells. He is right this time,
but not for the reasons he thinks. He is reasonable.You can’t stay up
there all night, he says.
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Kisses

LILIAN COHEN

itting at her dressing table mirror she applies lipstick, covers it
with a thin film of powder, followed by another layer of lipstick.
She has to look her best for the television interview soon to start
downstairs in the aged care facility where she now lives.
She blots her lips, pleased with the outline on the tissue—
almost perfect if she ignores the crimped unevenness here and there.
Not bad for a woman of her age even though it’s not the full bow
of her youth. A mouth yearning for the kisses she watched in the
movies screened on Friday nights in the kibbutz dining room. Only
celluloid kisses to be sure. But accompanied by sweeping music, the
mouths pressed together as if glued, they stirred pleasurable sensations, new and exciting.
She sighs. Looks about her, at the venetian blinds, pink walls and
grey flooring of her room, the pink so pale it could have been
chosen to match the inmates’ complexions. Realistically, she knows
it’s a practical colour choice, light, bright, a suitable background for
whatever indifferent print is hung for decoration.What she craves is
colour. A recent addition to the facility, she’s still waiting for
management to hang one of her favourite paintings, selected for the
luminescent reds and golds she’s always loved.
Her glance rests on the single rose in the vase the carer had
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placed on her dressing table. She’s always loved roses. Her namesake,
Rosa.The name given by her parents, but on the kibbutz and then
as an artist of international renown, she was known as Vered. Her
Israeli name, reflecting her Israeli self that found expression in the
vibrant colour and organic sensuality of her paintings.
The rose, a deep pink, exudes a subtle fragrance seductive with
memory. She, just finishing her army service and working in one of
the children’s houses. Eyal, tending the citrus groves with time off to
perform in the kibbutz Dance Troupe. He presents her with a pink
rose picked from the kibbutz garden. Laughter dancing in his eyes at
this verboten act which ends in a kiss. Its passion takes her to a place
inside herself instantly recognised and rekindled. But the real kiss is
infinitely superior to its celluloid facsimile.
A secret kept from everyone, especially her parents.
Her parents. Fish out of water on the kibbutz, determined to
maintain the standards and ‘civilised’ customs of the shattered society
they’d been part of. Saturday afternoon soirées, her father pontificating on politics or philosophy. Her mother serving Strudel mit
Schlagobers on a white linen tablecloth bordered with fine lace
crocheted by her grandmother. Both bookending all requests with
bevakashah and todah rabah in a community that eschewed good
manners and celebrated tough egalitarianism. Her father, still
opening doors for women who barged through without thanks or
rolled their eyes. Her mother, transferred from her job as metapelet in
the children’s house because of her inappropriate insistence on
instilling good manners.
Rooted in the old world, her parents also kept secret the family
connection to Emilie, subject of Klimt’s erotic painting,‘The Kiss,’
that had polarised the respectable Viennese society of the time.
Deemed perverted and pornographic by so-called experts in the
family’s social circle, any connection to the model was ein Skandal to
be hushed up. As if anyone on the kibbutz cared what had taken
place a lifetime ago in that distant hotbed of culture and gossip. If
they thought about it at all, connection to such an iconic painting
would be seen as a badge of honour, not a family disgrace.
Standing before ‘The Kiss’ on a visit toVienna’s Belvedere many
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years later, she is unprepared for its shimmering richness. It jolts the
senses, renders all its reproductions bland. Seeking a possible family
resemblance in the model’s features,Vered is disappointed; the depiction is too stylised. But Emilie’s sensual pleasure in the moment is
palpable, instantly transporting Vered back to her time with Eyal.
Eyal. She’d loved his kisses. Loved his olive skin, his dancer’s
physique, his strength and grace. Loved his joy. Loved the heightening of sensual awareness. Her sharpened sense of smell easily
distinguished the different scents wafting over the kibbutz. Colours
seemed brighter yet paradoxically more nuanced. Like Emilie, she’d
revelled in her own sensuality.
It hadn’t lasted. Her mother had seen to that.
‘Rosa, he’s not one of us. His family is from…’ pausing delicately before continuing,‘a very different background.’
‘Just listen to yourself. You’re so prejudiced! This is Israel,
kibbutz. NotVienna!’Vered had slammed down the plate she’d been
drying, watched the shards fly over the floor. ‘And my name is
Vered.’
‘Be realistic. What have you got in common? What kind of
future would you have with him?’ Her mother’s voice cold.
‘We’ll live here on the kibbutz.’ It sounded weak, even to her
ears.
Her mother had hissed her scorn.‘Pah, the kibbutz! Is that what
you really want? Working in the children’s houses for the rest of
your life? Or the kitchen?’
It was easy to blame her mother. Yet however much she railed
against her parents, and herself for listening to them, she knew her
mother was right. She didn’t want that kind of future. She wanted
to be a serious artist, a dream the kibbutz would never agree to. She
would have to study and work in Jerusalem or Tel Aviv. Kisses with
Eyal became a treasured memory.
Had it been chemistry that ignited her passion? A magical
quality unquestioned at the time. Not a given, as she later discovered with her husband, Avi, the man her parents had encouraged
her to marry. A city doctor, well-regarded, solidi, mevusass, her
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mother had purred, implying that as an artist she would never have
to struggle financially.Avi had courted her, regarding her as a flamboyant prize he was lucky enough to win. Did he realise, as she did,
that something was missing in their otherwise loving relationship?
She wondered if it was his name, Avi - my father - that distanced her
when they kissed.
Fantasy had provided the necessary salve. Each time she kissed
her husband it was Eyal whose mouth she was exploring, her body
melting, its separateness fused to his. She poured her passion into
the paintings that increasingly adorned gallery walls and chose silken
fabrics that glowed in their apartment. Like the light in Eyal’s eyes
that had shone for her.
She looks at her watch. Almost time. Examining her mouth in
the mirror once more, she checks for any tell-tale lipstick bleeding
down the creases of her lips. Just to be sure, she applies another
touch of powder and tops it with a final coat of lipstick before blotting her mouth again. Checks for traces on her teeth. About to
throw the used tissues into the bin, she sees their angled reflection
in the mirror, sparking an idea. A larger collection worked into a
collage of kisses. Or has it already been done by that Campbell Soup
man or one of his Pop Art disciples?
Hearing a knock, she arranges the crimson shawl around her
shoulders and picks up her cane. Straightening up, she makes her
way to the door and greets the carer who has been sent to accompany her to the downstairs lounge. In the elevator she arranges her
mouth for the waiting cameras. She will shine.
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Molyneux’s Problem
KATE KRAUTKRAMER

orses!”The kid who finally said something lived on a cattle
ranch, a lot of my students did. Of all the fabulous things
we’d seen at the circus, horses had to be the most familiar. Still, I gave
a thumbs up to the boy who had offered the idea after a painfully
long think time. I wrote horses on one of the lines reaching out
from a circle I’d drawn with my big marker on the page on the easel.
“So, friends, what about the horses?” I leaned forward toward
the children sitting crisscross applesauce on the round rug before
me. Spring rainbows and flowers of construction paper brightened
our bulletin boards, but the kids looked wilted. I glanced at our big
calendar.We’d started circle time, like every day, by saying the day
and date, everyone together, “Today is Friday, April 25th, 1986.” I
was beginning to think we should start over, do some jumping jacks,
and try to wake ourselves up.This year is my fifteenth time around
in kindergarten; at the front of the class, I was feeling exasperated
by my teacher skills falling so flat. But I folded my hands in my lap
and counted to ten silently, not losing eye contact. “Think!” I
pointed to my head.“Make a picture in your mind.What about the
horses?”
“The horses were strong,” Anah Fitzhugh said. “Their coats
were glistening and shiny.Their muscular legs carried them around
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the ring as they galloped with the elegant ladies standing and flipping on their backs.”
Every event, every feeling, every lesson learned, this year is
amplified by constant narration on my part, necessary because one
student,Anah Fitzhugh, is blind. Long before she came to my class,
Anah learned to listen carefully, to ask questions and to repeat information with unnerving acuity. Like many people her age, she is
curious, demanding, and a born participant. Not seeing the dimensions of a circle of classmates, she will fearlessly sit herself among
them, then somehow know to smile while adjusting herself off of
the shoulder or crossed leg of a kid she just squashed.
Although Anah has developed an outstanding vocabulary, the
commentary about the horses was, of course, in my words. But I
added a line to the writing web, coming off the word horses. On that
line I wrote strong.“What else did we experience at the circus?” I’ve
learned for Anah’s sake, to say “experience” in place of “see” when
I remember. I flipped my hand around in the air, hoping the children would remember the trapeze artists.
Before we went, I had delighted myself and my students by
pulling, intact, from my own elementary school memory “The Man
on the Flying Trapeze.” I guided the class in imagining what it
would be like to fly and swing and flip, and I led them in hand
motions as I sang and the children echoed, phrase by phrase.
He flies through the air with the greatest of ease,
The daring young man on the flying trapeze.
His actions are graceful; all the girls he does please.
And my love he has purloined away.
This group of children is always ready to sing, their little voices
blaring out, unselfconscious. I taught them the meaning of the big
word, “purloined,” after which we had great fun together saying
sentences like, “I was going to say that too, but Melissa purloined
my idea,” and “Jack purloined my cookie at lunch!” But none of the
children brought up the trapeze for our writing lesson.
Besides the trapeze and the horses there had been exotic
animals at the circus, and jugglers and balls, cotton candy and music,
and the terrifying, narrow ladder reaching into the rooftop—everyMolyneux’s Problem

thing we hoped to see, so many details that any of them could have
brought up.The sighted children were mesmerized; some covered
their eyes, afraid to see if the tightrope walkers would fall or if the
lion tamer would be eaten alive. All the while, I held Anah’s hand
and told her everything that was happening.
This is rural Colorado, in a county out of which most of my
students had never travelled until the previous day’s long bus ride.
Now we were back in our classroom on a snoozy, post-fieldtrip
Friday. Sitting together in our circle, I searched the faces of the children. Near the end of every school year I always know who is
confident, who is shy, who needs a cheese stick in the morning
because she has not had breakfast, and who can add two plus three
but not yet do the more cognitively demanding task of subtracting
three minus two.This group of kindergarteners is no different, and
at this late point in the year we’ve had the particular intimacy of
being together for many hours of learning and discovery. We’ve
become a close group, each person with strengths and roles.As they
sat at circle not volunteering but also not defiant, I reflected on the
imminent end of our time together, a tender, annual sadness which
makes, for me, the coming of summer loom bittersweet.
This year I was lucky to get a remarkable class, including Anah,
enthusiastic learners, energetic, engaged and generally joyful. Not
so perfect that they are boring. Like all five-year-olds, this group
came to me with troubles, academic and social, on their sleeves, but,
usually these kids spark one another’s imaginations and ask meaningful questions.They have become industrious and inquisitive in
their play and through the year generous and broad in the thinking
it’s my job to guide. So, I had aimed to gift them with a life experience some would not otherwise have had. I wanted them to enjoy
one day free from expectations, to be awed and dazzled and to have
complete, giddy fun. Seeing there was a Thursday matinee, I fabricated plausible learning objectives for the principal, put aside
thoughts of vomit on the bus, and submitted the field trip request,
determined to take my class to Denver to see the circus.
The day after our trip, I was hoping the children would
remember something about the clowns.“Oh watch, watch!” I’d said
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to Anah when the clown car came out.With her I was often kicking
myself for delivering vision-related instructions. “There are going
to be clowns. I can see one clown driving the car. Can you hear the
car? It is very tiny.The circus helpers have opened a section of the
ring and pulled it back so that the little car can drive in.”
Around us the children were squealing.The circus band echoed
itself heavily on the oompahs. “The clown has tumbled out of the
car,” I said,“He is wearing large, floppy shoes. His face is painted all
white. He also has a big red mouth painted on and and huge eyes.”
It was difficult to describe things well quickly enough, especially
things I was not able to hand to Anah to feel tactilely.
Determined to be an effective teacher for Anah, early in the
year I read as much as I could about blindness in children and
learning. Heavy on my mind was a concept called Molyneux’s
Problem.Apparently, about two hundred years before Anah walked
into my classroom, an Irish man named Molyneux had a blind wife.
Observing her, Molyneux hypothesized that a blind person who
had been taught to differentiate by touch between a cube and a
sphere, if suddenly struck sighted would not, without touching
those objects, be able to discern between the two.When I was with
Anah, responsible for her learning, this truth hung over me.At home
I began closing my eyes and trying to feel ordinary objects without
envisioning them in my head.A mug, a plant, the curtains, the sink:
none of these could I separate from what I knew their appearances
to be.
Molyneux nagged me, and instead of relying on my strengths
as a teacher, I came often to lamenting about what I couldn’t deliver,
academically, materially, or emotionally to all my students. For Brett
it was meals and clean clothing. For Mary Kay I could not create a
sense of confidence.The girl always cowered when I walked by her
desk, a reflex I could tell meant that some adult had hit her, and she
was preparing for what I would never in God’s world have done.
For Wyatt, who was tall for his age and had a birthmark in the shape
of a triangle on his forearm, I labored to make the order of teen
numbers rote. He would say, “fifteen, sixteen, seventeen, eighteen,
nineteen, seventeen, twenty,” consistently with the extra seventeen,
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always just before twenty. Three times a day we repeated the
sequence correctly until, last month, he could count. I’d known how
to help Wyatt. But no matter what I want to convey for Anah,
imagery is a thing I can’t furnish.
Still, I keep trying. At the circus, referring to the clown, I told
Anah that his big eyes had been painted with makeup over his real
eyes. I let go of her hand and turned her face toward me.With my
fingers I drew large ovals around her eyes and up onto her forehead.
“His eyes look this big because of the makeup. And his mouth is
like this.” Again I traced a path on her face, this time so she could
understand the breadth of the clown’s smile. By now I’m used to
not judging what Anah knows by her stare, which was at that
moment, and is always, vacuous.
Though both were blind from birth, one of Anah’s eyes is intact.
The other was lost and replaced with a glass eye which, a few times
during the year, had been squeezed from its socket.“Miss Bunting,”
she said calmly the first time it happened.“Can you please help me
find my eye?” I must have gasped.“You will need to put it back in
for me,” she told me once I found it on the floor.The prosthesis had
not been what I thought I was looking for—not round at all, but
more like a thin, curved shell. I held it in my palm, feeling toward it
something like I would toward a large, hairy spider. Maybe Anah felt
the wave of revulsion rolling off my body.“Don’t worry.” She fished
in the air and found my forearm, giving it a squeeze as if she had
been taught when to use this reassuring gesture. “I can talk you
through it.”
In the bathroom, at Anah’s direction, I kneeled in front of her.
She asked me to rinse her eye off, then push it gently back in while
she lifted her eyelids around to hold it in place. “Are you all right,
Miss Bunting?” she asked when the eye was back.
“I wish you could see me.” It was an impulse and a selfish,
maybe cruel, thing to say. But I yearned for Anah, with all her capability, to be proud of me in my accomplishment of a new and
challenging task.
She felt forward, trying to find my shoulders, which I moved
into her hands so that she could then let her arms go around and
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embrace me. I closed my eyes to take in the courage of her small
body, a thing I tried to return in the hug exchange. My elbow
bumped the sink as I stood up afterward. The florescent lighting
ricocheted off the bathroom tiles, and it was me that stumbled as I
guided her out of the girls’ room. I hadn’t been prepared to see
Anah’s eye socket, which was a pit of twitching, healthy, pink flesh.
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“What else did we see at the circus?” I pointed to an empty line
coming off the web where I had written horses and strong.
“Elephants,”Timmy Meadows said. I wrote elephants.
Timmy was an all-over freckled redhead and the son of an
insurance agent from whom, during our parent-teacher conference,
I had declined to purchase life.“Is there really no one who you need
to take care of?”Timmy’s dad had made a sad face and held it until
I shook my head defiantly, no, no no.There is not.
“Big elephants.”Timmy spread his arms to a full spread eagle.
“The elephants came lumbering in.” Anah began softly but
worked up to oration. “They were tall as the ceiling in our classroom and gray. Each one held the tail of the one parading in front
of it.”
I was allowing Anah too much voice in the lesson, but the class
had no energy. I quickly added lines coming off the word elephants
and on them wrote gray and parading.A word like “parading” with its
multiple syllables, was too difficult for my students to read. So I
repeated it, saying each grapheme as I pronounced it, then saying
the whole word slowly, pointing my finger underneath. “Yes, the
elephants were pa-rad-ing.” Most of the children slumped further,
their eyes glossed while Anah sat straight, tilting her head with an
ear toward me.
I’ve tried all year to focus on Anah’s aptitudes. I don’t want to
subject her to moralities imposed by the story of the blind men and
the elephant, and I have been wary of being steered in teaching
practice by a trite parable about the blind guiding with their
extraordinary vision. However, day to day it’s obvious that without
sight, Anah’s other senses are heightened. Early on, she smelled it
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when I made new play dough and spoiled the surprise for the other
children. A few weeks after that she called me out for watering
down the apple juice. And, by October I began to dress with Anah
in mind because every morning she would ask permission, then feel
my clothing. Now, on Sunday evenings, I plan a week’s worth of
outfits, mixing in corduroy, velvet, satiny tops, and chunky sweaters.
As part of morning calendar time, Anah leads the class in a discussion of texture.“It feels like Miss Bunting is wearing a skirt today,”
she might say.
“Yes!Yes! Tell us how it feels,Anah.”The other children eagerly
take to their role in this exercise. In the fall, our very first science
topic had been “My Five Senses.”
“It’s not soft. The texture is a little bit bumpy.” This was her
commentary the first time she noticed my skirt. She put the fabric
to her cheek.“It would not be good for a pillowcase.” I laughed and
let all of the kids feel the raw linen.After that we talked more about
texture in science class and in art, and the children enjoyed the game
of asking Anah about my clothes.“Would this texture be good for
a pillowcase?” they always ask, and wait for her to pass judgment.
Anah exemplifies candor, flexibility, and meeting the world as
she finds it. But I know that these qualities are pretty much true for
most little ones; it is why I love them.To be included in the trust
and acceptance of children is really an honor, intoxicating, and I’ve
come to recognize that it is the want of my heart. I adore the
dimples on my students’ sweet faces and how they show me the gaps
left when their baby teeth have fallen out. But I also admire their
ego-crazed, noble, unsullied motivations and their tiny, unrefined
bodies full to the eyeballs with energy and struggling with control.
For them, learning to write the number “8” requires the kind of
concentration that makes their faces curl.
The children’s characters come to me pure, every morning,
when we greet one another, sit in a circle and sing out. I am entertained by the id-wrestling and impulsive, naughty helplessness that
comes wrapped in three-foot human forms. I respect the sincerity
embodied in their impetuousness, the absolute need for one or
another of them, for instance, to throw a sucker punch if they were
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unjustly cut in line. Or if a student has uttered the ultimate putdown and said that another kid is going to get married.
The marriage insult has been a constant in my classroom for
years, passed on like jump rope rhymes or knock-knock jokes down
successions of five year olds. In times of desperation, it is a weapon
to be brandished. I’ve seen even the most vicious little kid crumple
under the implications of matrimony and come undone when it’s
used against him. “But he said I got married!” the child might cry
out, tears and snot flowing,“Married!”
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I understand the children’s position on this. Besides kindergarten,
the other intimacy in my life this past year was Jake. In September
we were still living together. Jake is gentle, good looking, basically
kind and can both fix cars and make lasagna. Before we got a place
together, I had promised Jake that I did not believe our relationship
to be progressing toward marriage or children. I never did tell him
that I’d stopped practicing birth control three boyfriends previous.
But, after four years together, I was considering how to move out
without crushing his feelings.
In the fall, I wallowed in indecision, watching his movements,
evaluating what life would be like going forward with or without him.
I’d helped him after a diagnosis of prostate cancer the previous year,
cared for him through surgery and treatment, removal and recovery,
catheters, bags, pain, loss of blood, fluid, and manhood. I encouraged,
cooked, read, researched, assisted and offered help, money, and understanding. I see now that assuring Jake’s well being allowed me
self-worth I did not otherwise have. But it had not made me love him.
For his part, Jake said I spoke to him the same way that I talked
to my students. “Your little friends,” he called them. It was true I
asked him to give a name to his feelings and talk about things
instead of acting out when he was frustrated. I started knitting him
a blanket, and when it was finished this past December, and he was
more or less recovered, he packed it into his truck and wrote me a
note saying thank you but he was going to go live with his brother
in Nebraska.The note said he would get to go fishing more there,
no hard feelings.
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Meanwhile, through those same months of nursing Jake, with my
class, I was half of a tight, symbiotic pair. My part with them was to
introduce and prove fantastic things. That blue and yellow mixed
make green, that two little plastic bears and two more little plastic
bears are four little bears all together, that light travels, and that
adding an e to the end of the word changes everything. I made the
classroom a world of discovery.As I had done with Jake, for my class,
I did everything I knew how to do in order to nurture and build a
strong relationship. I made my students laugh, cajoled them,
comforted them, wiped their tears, scolded them, and I showed
them the best things: words.
We were bound in a partnership of amazement. I worked—no
easy trick—to make the principles of phonics seem fun. I formed
my lips and my teeth the particular way necessary to make the
sound for n so that the kids could see the ugly purple-black of the
underside of my tongue up against the back of the teeth. I showed
them my faults and my secrets. My payoff was to witness learning
taking place, but bigger than that, I was needed. Sometimes, before
I saw what was happening, I felt a child’s arms wrapped all the way
around my leg in an awkward sort of hug that rooted me through
the rug and concrete floor to the to the core of a child’s world
where the requirements for love and shelter eclipse all else. And I
stood still.
Before we left for the circus field trip, I’d gathered the children on
the round rug to discuss.We talked about how a circus travels.We
talked about the work circus performers do and how they rehearse.
We talked about the ringmaster and how he might tell us to direct
our eyes to one place or another in the arena.“What do you think
that means?” I asked. “What is he asking us to do if he says ‘direct
your eyes?’”We practiced.We directed our eyes at the door, to the
window, at the teacher, to the front of the room and the side of the
room.Anah knew where these things were and without being told,
turned her head accordingly. During the actual show,Anah directed
her eyes to places indicated by the knuckles of our joined hands. I
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almost lifted her from her seat trying to show her how high the
trapeze artists really flew.
When the ringmaster swung his top hat and told us to direct our
eyes to the center ring for the big cats, I told Anah it was going to be
very exciting, although she must have felt that knowledge in my
pulse.“The lions and tigers are much bigger thanVinny!”Anah said.
Vinny is Anah’s cat. Earlier in the year we discussed pets and
made a big class bar graph showing what kind of pet we each had.
I allowed friends who did not have pets at home to say what kind
of pet they most would like to have so that everyone would have a
chance.The cat’s name was helpful to our class because up to then,
only “van” and “vase” were on our list of V words. “Vvvv.Vvvvv.
Vinny. Put your top teeth right over your bottom lip and say the
sound,” I told the children as I wrote the name on our list.
“The circus helpers are putting up tall cages now,” I told Anah.
“The cages are to keep the big cats inside.The lion tamer is going
to make them do tricks.”
The cats arrived through a portable tunnel into the cage where
the lion tamer posed with his whip and two arms up, grinning at
us, the crowd. “The lion tamer is in the cage, and lions and tigers
are coming in too!” I probably squealed.The muscles of the big cats
heaved up under their fur. Some of them snarled as they mounted
the metal stools and sat facing the tamer.
Anah squeezed my hand. “Miss Bunting, I said how many are
there?”
“There are four tigers.”Those were easy to count. “And there
are one, two, three, four female lions, and two big male lions. I can
tell the males because they have what is called a mane. Like a horse
has a mane. On a male lion the hair is darker than the rest of his fur.
And it is longer. It is like he has a big, furry, dark necklace all the
way around his head. I will tap your arm once for each big cat.Then
you tell me how many in all.”
“Ten!”Anah touched her nose.“I can smell them.”
I described for her the lion tamer’s whip and how he was
persuading the cats to move in different ways around the ring. I put
my forefinger and thumb about four inches apart on her arm.
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“Their teeth are about this long!” I said. I told her that the lion
tamer was cracking the whip so the lions and tigers would know
what to do. She asked why he was not called a tiger tamer. I didn’t
know, and we laughed together about that.“It is a little bit like he’s
teaching the big cats,” I explained. “When the whip cracks, they
know what to do. Like how you children all line up when I blow
the whistle at recess. He gives them a signal.”
“What is he wearing?”Anah asked.
Before this I had described the sparkles on the trapeze artists
and dog trainers, the floppy overalls and patched shirts of the clowns,
the bejeweled headwear of the ladies sitting in the curls of the
elephant’s trunks. “Well, he’s wearing something blue,” I ventured
in.Anah had a fascination with color. She asked about it incessantly,
and in class I had encouraged the sighted children to help her by
describing how looking at a particular color made them feel.
The lion tamer then had a chair in one hand and his whip in
the other. I was distracted, stricken with questions about the effectiveness of a chair when defending against lions combined with
thoughts related to the endowment of the lion tamer I wished not
to be having in Anah’s presence.When he turned, I indulged only
for a moment in ogling that lion tamer’s ass.
“Miss Bunting.” Anah nudged me. “Is it just one thing?” She
leaned forward as if trying to see better.
“No, honey,” I said.“There’s lots going on.”
“What he is wearing. Is it just one blue thing?” Anah insisted
on knowing this detail. She turned her face toward me.
“No. He’s wearing two things.” I recovered myself and worked
toward the simple truth. “He is wearing something like a pair of
pants. But they are very tight.” I looked again at the big cats’ shoulders and haunches. “They are so tight I can see all of his muscles
working when he moves.”
I put Anah’s hand on the top of my thigh. “I am going to flex
my muscle,” I said.“Feel it when it tightens? Then I can let it go.” I
relaxed the muscle.“You do it now,” I said, and Anah did.“A sighted
person can see muscles get tight then loosen up, we can see it under
an animal’s skin and under a person’s skin, too.”
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Anah found my hand to hold again.“What else is he wearing?
You said two things.”
“This is kind of funny, Anah.” I used my tone for letting the
children know we were in cahoots. “He is wearing a little, bitty
sparkling vest. It is also blue, and it is covered with sequins. Sequins
are like tiny, shiny buttons to make clothing look fancy and
shimmer. The vest is so little, the lion tamer’s whole stomach is
showing.” I did not mention that his tights slung so low that I could
see the little curves in flesh at the top of his hips.
“The vest,” Anah asked,“Would not make a good pillowcase?”
She giggled.
“No. It would make a very bad pillowcase.” I said quickly. “A
terrible pillowcase.”The lion tamer cracked his whip and poked his
chair at the cats. I used my eyes, my lucky, happy eyes, to follow the
rippling of his body and thought of what it would be like, in someplace out of a lion cage, to lay my cheek there, on his scant vest.
On our writing web, we had horses and elephants. Under that, I
began a paragraph, modeling perfectly formed letters. “We saw
many new things at the circus.The strong, black horses carried girls
on their backs.” I read to the class, trying to draw them in, but they
were tuckered out, all their attention spent the day before, I knew.
Still, with my exaggerated theatrics and encouragement, we
managed to finish the sentences about the elephants.They remembered to tell me when to put capital letters and periods, but they
were beginning to wiggle and poke one another. I had made them
sit too long.Then Anah sang out.“What about the lion tamer?”
I ought to have let the lesson end. Allowing the children pure
fun at the circus had been all I wanted from the trip anyway. But, it
was still early morning, and the principal might see us outside, away
from instruction, if I took an early recess.There was so much time
yet in the day with my twenty weary kindergarteners, and I knew I
could eat up five more minutes describing the lion tamer.After that
we would go to recess, or chart the weather, or practice counting
by tens and then by fives—I had taught everyone all of those things!
I regarded the children who were suddenly, these last few weeks,
taller than they had been even at Christmas time.Their faces had
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lost some of the pudge that qualified them to be little, a phenomenon that stabbed me with regret. I had grown fond of the sweet
little people in my class. I was attached to them. My heart hurt
knowing that very soon now they would leave me.
I had already written lion tamer on another line coming off the
web.“He had very fancy clothes.” I offered this detail myself, wary
that Anah would recite something about how tight his pants had
been.
“But he was not nice to the lions,” Jimmy Lewis said. Jimmy
held up his finger and shook it as if he were scolding me.
“It would have been perfectly fair for them to eat him up,”
Naomi Clifton said from the back of our circle of friends, her face
pointed with scorn. All year she’s been the one obsessed with fairness.
“There were ten big cats in all.” Anah said this, but she was
overpowered by the others, who were suddenly perky.
“I did not like the way he was whipping them,” said Pearl
Withers. She shook her head and drew her chin back to show fear,
I suppose, although none of them had seemed frightened or indignant over the treatment of lions and tigers the day before. I sat up
straighter in my chair.
“The lion tamer was strong,”Timothy Martin said.
I put the lid on my big marker and sat back. My friends were
thinking for themselves, displaying their reason in lively discussion,
doing what every teacher wants their students to do.
“No sir,” Laurie Michaels challenged.“He just had a whip.”
“He couldn’t ride a bull, maybe not even a horse, not like my
dad.”This from T.J. Bennett, who in November, in fact, had brought
his father for Show and Tell.To the glee of the children, the father
had arrived in his work clothes, chaps, boots, cowboy hat and all.
I stood up and put both my hands up to pat the air gently in
the gesture for “please tone it down.”
“I think,” Anah raised her voice, high and strong. The other
children quieted in deference to her perspective—I suppose I had
modeled how to give that to her. “I think Miss Bunting likes the
lion tamer,” she said.
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“Well,” I began.
Maybe Anah felt her power then, when I paused, alone in my
thoughts, without a thing to say. For a moment I may have believed,
like a last wish, that for what was left of our time together, I would
at least be granted Anah’s loyalty. I thought that I knew the shape of
things between us.“I think Miss Bunting wants to get married with
the lion tamer!”Anah clapped her hands, applauding her own observation from where she sat below me with her friends on the round
rug. I felt the force of her words through all of my senses and was
sure she could feel the children’s visible delight as they quieted
down perfectly and directed their eyes to me.
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The Hey

EMILEE PRADO

t’s morning. Ezrah is in the shower. My first thought is to snooze
the alarm, my second thought is, hey. It’s more than a thought; it’s
almost visible, almost tangible, like something is in the air brushing
by under the ceiling fan. Hey. I used to ask others whether they get
prodded by something unseen like this, but after so many arching
eyebrows and shaking heads, I started to keep quiet about whatever
it is that calls to me.The last time I mentioned it to anyone besides
Ezrah was when I was studying for my associate’s degree in music.
In class, I’d sat down beside another woman who played the piano.
She was talking about a nagging itch that she’d been experiencing.
I became excited and shared too much about how I felt the same
way until the others started laughing and the woman clarified that
she’d just realized that she was allergic to her new laundry detergent.
The sensation that gets to me might have been there forever
because I can’t remember when it began. It grows and fades and
sometimes it carries a stick. Before I quit my job at the supermarket
a few months ago, the hey got so vehement that I could only tamp
it down by working at a speed at which it couldn’t keep up.
I kiss Ezrah goodbye as he goes to work then put my breakfast
dishes in the sink and look at the schedule I’ve hung on the fridge.
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Little Carly will be coming soon. I’ve been teaching piano lessons as
a temporary way to keep up our income. I decide to scroll through
more job listings so I get our laptop and sit at my grandfather’s old
upright piano. Before I settle in, I reach up to rearrange the plastic
flowers in their vase. Not much has been posted online since
yesterday and I still haven’t found any sort of job where I can
imagine myself staying awhile without that urge starting in again.
Great, now that I’ve acknowledged it, here it is.
Hey.
HEY.
I send Carly up and down the scales starting at Middle C. I
stand behind her, looking at how she is miniaturized by the
towering piano. I should buy a keyboard—and I will if teaching
lessons pays well enough to become a regular thing. Carly is one of
my sweeter students and I can tell that she practices outside of our
lessons. No doubt that she’ll be a good player someday if she maintains an interest. Or she might end up teaching children in her
apartment because that’s as far as she can take herself in music.
“Once more, last time,” I tell her.
Up the scales.
Do-re-mi-so-full-of-shit, no?
We practice rounding our hands like bird cages. We practice
chords, fifths and the doggie ear C and F. She plays the right hand
of a simplified version of “Ode to Joy.”
After the lesson, Carly’s dad picks her up and the apartment
grows silent as the little snik-snik of the beads at the end of her
braids follows Carly out.
And it starts again. Hey.
I try to play “Send in the Clowns” but my hands stop, not
finding it within themselves to remember how that next part goes.
I don’t have enough strength to go hunting for the sheet music.
Hey.
When Ezrah comes home and I tell him I think I might have to
go back to working the check-out stand.
“But you were miserable there,” he says.
“I’m miserable now,” I tell him.
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“Aw,” says Ezrah.
“Not when you’re here, just in general,” I say.
“Aw,” he says, more brightly.
I grumble and burrow my face into his chest. He wraps his arms
around me. I tell him that around my lessons, I spent the day outside
walking around, looking for Now Hiring signs. I don’t mention that
I kept on the move to outrun the hey. Ezrah tells me not to be so
hard on myself, that I’ll find something that works for me and until
then we’ll manage.
It was his idea that I leave the check-out stand. He insisted that
I quit the same day I tried to pull my curling iron into the shower
with me. The outlet was too far away, so the curling iron came
unplugged when I pulled too hard and nothing happened. I did
melt a hole in the shower curtain though. Ezrah jokes about how
he might need to use the hole to keep an eye on me. I know he
can’t hear or feel the hey, but I think he might understand that
there’s something he doesn’t understand and that it’s pulling me
toward it.
“Find something that can quench what you need to,” Ezrah
says.“Go back to studying music if that’s what will do it.”
I’ve scanned a variety of university websites, but it always comes
back to a fear of taking on more debts without a way to pay them
and without employment waiting for me beyond the courses. I
shrug.
Ezrah says, “Hey, tomorrow’s Saturday. Let’s go for a drive
around downtown after your lessons. Maybe you’ll see something
that will give you an idea.”
Hey.
We park near what everyone calls Walking Street. I entertain the
idea of applying to work in the music store but wonder how
different it would be from working at the check-out stand.
We pause at the miniature amphitheater where in the spring
and summer there are plays open to the public.There’s something
going on because a small crowd has gathered in the rows of stone
benches.
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“Should we?” says Ezrah.
I shrug and we slip into an empty row near the back.
I wonder if we’re early because not much seems to be
happening down on the platform. A woman in a bright red ballgown is sitting in a folding chair with her hands in her lap, staring
out into the crowd. She doesn’t move. Occasionally she blinks.
There are people dressed in black suits passing behind her and
carrying various household objects: a broom, a suitcase, a blender,
things like that. They pass behind her from right to left, looking
straight ahead.They must have a stockpile of items behind the white
backdrop because I see the same people go by carrying something
different again and again.
Ezrah leans forward and squints.“Holy crap. She looks like you,”
he says.
I hadn’t noticed, but he’s right. She’s got my same skin tone and
straight black hair. It even looks like she has long piano-playing
fingers resting in her lap. She’s prettier than me though, so I feel flattered.
“Huh,” is all I say, not making much of the resemblance. I look
around for a sign or banner.“What is this?”
Ezrah shakes his head.
I lean forward to a group of women in their sixties or seventies
and I say,“Excuse me, do you know who she is?”
One of them turns to me, nodding. “Her name is Vivianna.”
“What is she doing? Are we early?” I ask.
“She a performance artist, dear,” the woman says. “She’s been
there an hour—so have we. It’s all part of the performance.”
I thank the woman and turn to Ezrah. He’s nodding with a
frown, a look of consideration. I stare at the woman for a long time.
Something seems to come through the air around her, almost like I
can smell her perfume. Hey?
When we leave, Vivianna is still on stage with the people
passing behind her. Many people have come and gone from the
crowd but the group of women who told me the artist’s name are
still there, bunched together, muttering among themselves.
On the way home, we stop at the convenience store and buy
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the cheapest half-gallon of ice cream that comes with something
chunky. It’s called Bunny Tails, which I think is a mistake because if
you’re thinking of a rabbit’s butt, you’re not thinking about the
marshmallow pieces being as soft and fluffy as fur, you’re thinking
about the chocolate chunks being suspiciously round. It doesn’t
deter budget-oriented people like us. And hey, I guess it’s just how
you look at it. Hey.
It’s been a while since we’ve had a Saturday like this, and a smile
has been riding up on my face. I dig in my bag for my apartment
key and head upstairs to dish out the ice cream before it melts.
Ezrah makes a quick detour to check the mail. I’m going into the
kitchen when for some reason I stop and stare at the empty wall
next to the piano.The flowers and vase are the only things in the
living room that are not a shade of brown. I could put something
there on the wall.The thought occurs to me for the first time.
I’m still standing there when Ezrah comes in. I feel the breeze
from the hallway and it brings something else.
Hey?
I hear Ezrah pause and I turn to face him.
“I could be an artist,” I tell him.
He laughs but when he sees my face fall, he adds,“I didn’t laugh
because I think it’s funny. I laughed because you’re standing in the
living room staring at an empty wall and dripping condensation
from the ice cream container onto the floor.”
“Hey, isn’t that how all artists are born?” I shrug.
“I wouldn’t know; I’m an electrician,” he says.
I put off thinking about work while we eat Bunny Tails and
watch a movie called Careful that’s playing on TV. It’s quiet and
grainy and looks older than it is but it gets my thoughts going all
the way through, which drowns out anything else in the air. In the
movie, things don’t make the sounds they should and at the end a
teardrop causes an avalanche. It’s intercut with commercials,
however, and is kind of ruined when an ad for some new model of
car jumps on the second the movie ends. I’m unnerved by the shove
back into this world.
Thinking about that movie and about Vivianna wards off the
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hey for the rest of the weekend and it doesn’t come back until Ezrah
goes off to work Monday morning.
I don’t have students until the evening: Reggie and his sister—
what was her name?
Hey.
I can’t bear to open the laptop, so I take a long shower while
looking at that hole. Then I stand in at our closet staring at my
clothes. I think about the performance artist and I find the bright
red dress Ezrah’s sister bought me for the bridal party at her
wedding a few years back. It’s more like a cocktail dress than a gown,
but hey.
I take the bus back to Walking Street and several people give
me raised eyebrows. A bright red dress on a Monday morning? I
regret putting it on, but there’s no hiding now. At the amphitheater, the performance artist isn’t there. Did I expect her to be? I
traipse down the sidewalk looking in the shop windows, imagining
that I wouldn’t have the strength to sell these things to people:
You should buy this toy, your son will love it, but he’ll outgrow
it soon and then what happens to it? A landfill?You should buy this
decorative kitchenware. Of course, they function in the exact same
way as the plates you own... The good news is that you already
know how to use them. I’m standing outside a candle boutique,
thinking that the scent would end up giving me a headache when
hey. I look behind me as if the prodding was a tap on my shoulder.
I move away from the shops and wander for several blocks,
turning or crossing the street on whatever whim. I start to play a
game with myself. I look at the letters on the license plates of adjacent cars and wait for a sentence to align. I want to see people on
different paths going to different destinations, stopped together by
time and chance and suddenly made to have something to say. It
will be something short, of course, but finding a subject followed
by a verb out here in all that chaos, wouldn’t that be something? I
get close to finding a sentence at one busy intersection, but no. If
only the first car wanted to turn left rather than right. I meander
until I end up in the parking lot at the zoo. That’s when I see it.
IAM. All together on one plate on the bumper of a dusty black
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sedan. I stop and stare at it. I AM.There’s a sentence right there in
front of me. Maybe it shouldn’t count though, the point was to find
something when various cars align. I continue making my way to
the end of the row when I see another sign. It’s on the ticket hut at
the zoo’s entrance. It says Free Day.
I wait in line to get my ticket and I go inside, letting the grassy
smell wash over me along with vague memories of coming here
when I was young. I think I should get a park map, but the pathways are bustling, and I don’t feel like pushing back though the lines
of kids on field trips.
I see an empty path up ahead but as I approach, I realize that
it’s empty because it’s been roped off. I linger at the rope, gazing at
what looks to be the monkey house up ahead. A hand touches my
arm. I turn and see a man wearing khaki—shirt, pants, and hat. A
zookeeper. I’m about to apologize and let him by when he says:
“Are youVivianna?” he pauses and tries the second pronunciation, with a long a.“Vivianna? The performance artist?”
“I am,” I say without hesitation. I’m about to wave it off as a
joke, but the khaki-clad man motions for me to follow him.
“Thank goodness.We worried you had a change of plans and
might not be coming,” he says.
“Sorry I’m late,” I offer.
“We’ve got you a chair set up in there already.” He turns back
toward me. “We didn’t clean it more than usual, like you asked on
the phone, but before we open the walkway here, I could give it a
quick—”
“No, no. I’m sure it’s ready,” I say, waving my hand like I
imagine Vivianna would.
“Do you need anything else?” he asks as he leads me along a
vine-shrouded little path along the back of the monkey house. He
unlocks a back gate.
I have no idea, so I just tell him,“No thank you.”
There’s a single chair in the middle of the cage. Maintenance
walkways that are probably used for feeding—and maybe to stop
interspecies conflict—divide me from the baboons on the left and
from the chimpanzees on the right.
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It’s smelly and noisy. I sit in the chair.
“I won’t lock this door, just the first gate we came through,”
says the zookeeper behind me.
“Perfect,” I say.“And you’ll be opening the front path now?” I
turn over my shoulder to look at him again.
“Yeah. People have been asking already.You’re good to go?”
I smile and give him a nod.
I have no idea how long I’m supposed to sit here.We watched
Vivianna for about twenty minutes. Did she stay there all day?
People make their way down the path and stop at the baboons.
I realize that I don’t know whether the zookeeper meant that
people had been asking about the performance or about the
monkeys.Are they expecting to see a woman sitting here?
It’s hard to miss a woman in a red dress inside the cage. I do
whatVivianna did and remain expressionless with my hands resting
on my thighs as the crowd gathers. Just like at the amphitheater, they
stare, mutter to one another, take photos, or maybe videos. Two
people in their early twenties arrive at the side of the crowd
carrying equipment. I look back at them. One woman has a huge
camera resting on her shoulder, the other has a camera with a long
lens that makes a loud click every time the shutter closes.
The crowd grows and thins in waves. Surprisingly, it becomes a
physical challenge to sit here like this, unmoving. I hear the rattling
at the gates behind me, but I don’t turn to look. A woman in a red
dress comes into sight. I panic. She is frowning, taking me in, confused
as to why I’m there. I watch Vivianna move toward the end of the
walkway and the front of the cage. I think she’s going to announce
my fraudulence and tell people the real artist has arrived now but she
doesn’t look out at the crowd. I realize that she’s moved up there just
so people can see her better. She drops her expression and gives me a
long and slow nod. She places her hands—in long white gloves
today— against the fence and with her left side turned to the crowd,
she continues to stare at me. I turn my gaze forward again.
The two people with the big cameras push their way to the far
right so they can capture both me and Vivianna in the shot. I keep
looking ahead.
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I think I can hear my soul tap-dancing, maybe it’s just my heart
beating, hard.
I exhale.The movement around me seems to slow too.Vivianna
and I stay like this for hours. I stop wondering what I’m supposed
to be doing at some point and I am just there. My eyes go out of
focus until it’s like I can see what’s between me and the people out
there, like I can see the air itself. I can perceive that unfathomable
land where the sensation of the hey exists.
As it begins to get dark, the speakers over the pathways
announce that the zoo will be closing soon. Not until every last
person has gone does Vivianna move. She shakes her hands; she’s
probably numb and tingling like I am. She beams at me. I stand and
go out through the gate to meet her, my legs wobble but I sort of
drift through the air. I’ve been watching Vivianna stare at me for
hours, so it feels like introductions would be silly at this point. As
we approach, she wraps me in an embrace and kisses my cheek and
tells me that the performance was beautiful, brilliant. How did I
think to do it? Who was I? How did I find her?
I tell her the truth and stop my apology when I see that she is
even more delighted.
“What a strange realm we exist in,” saysVivianna.“How we can
create with careful intent until conveniently interrupted.”
I’m exhausted, I realize as I trudge toward the bus stop,
squeezing the scrap of paper with Vivianna’s phone number. A
twinge of regret hits me when I glance at the sky and realize that
I’ve missed my lesson with Reggie and—damn, I’ll never know his
sister’s name now.The looks I get from other passengers might be
more related to the smell than to the dress, but I would buy this
scent in a bottle.The bus sighs with a sound like a drawn-out hey
and we begin to move forward.Through the window I watch as the
exhaust dissipates.
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asement apartment, bad light, one window above the kitchen
sink creeping up out of the earth like a tombstone, no security
bars, anyone could break in. So of course someone did.
I was sitting in the dark on the living room futon, had just
stubbed out my cigarette when a shadow got big behind the
window. The pane jumped up an inch and white fingertips with
black nail polish appeared in the crack, jerked the dirty glass up
further. A pair of Converse All-Stars slid through the opening and
landed on the kitchen counter.The rest of her followed.
She didn’t see me in the dark so I stayed quiet while she opened
my kitchen drawers, found the envelope with the ATM withdrawal,
and pocketed the cash.Then her eye caught the Mickey Mouse toy
on the kitchen table and she took that too.
By then my last cigarette’s smoke had hit the kitchen and her
lungs machine-gunned a burst of coughs.“Fucking hell,” she sputtered and scrambled back up on the kitchen counter, escaped
through the window and slammed it down behind her, coughing
all the way.
I pulled the shoebox from underneath the futon and rummaged
through the Disney crap inside, decided on a Donald Duck bottle
opener. I ambled over to the kitchen and dropped Donald on the
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table where Mickey had been, then returned to the futon, sank into
its folds, lit another cigarette.
It wasn’t entirely his fault, Jim Johnson’s. Sure, he was born white
and entitled and with a mouth on him, but I’m the guy who gave
him a reason to use it. It wasn’t my first time on a construction site,
just the first time since I’d paid my way through college working a
jackhammer. I knew the rules, knew I was breaking them.
Because I dug like a motherfucker—like the ground owed me
money—but I pushed the wheelbarrow like it weighed half the
world, couldn’t summon the will to hurry even though it was my
first job in a year. Inside an hour the guys knew I was no good for
the team.They started making comments, mouthing off to Morris
(who’d vouched for me), Mo’s face turning purple with embarrassment.
Next couple weeks, they tried to drive me off—gave me a
mountain of shit duty—but I wouldn’t go even after the fourth
straight day holding the Stop sign, and with a lot of people staying
home or couldn’t come in, the manager eventually told them to lay
off—that the build was behind and they needed my hands even if
the feet that came with them were no fucking good.
That didn’t help my popularity. Morris’s either.
Smoke break, Mo tried a pep talk. “Think of Celia,” he told
me, and I cringed when I saw Jim Johnson’s ears perk up. Because
sure enough, even though Mo wouldn’t spill who Celia was, Jim
Johnson spent the next few days trying that key into different
locks: Celia, my pig-faced girlfriend with tonsils that would tickle
until a real man could scratch them. Celia, my crack-whore
daughter who strung her days together doing donkey shows. Celia,
my horse-guzzling mother whose ass by now could certainly pass
melons.
Fine, who cares, but then it was Friday—quitting time—and I
was heading out to the parking lot, bone tired until I checked my
phone and saw another woe-is-her story on Susie’s Instagram about
the perils of remodeling a bathroom during a pandemic, which got
my teeth grinding.Trailing me, Jim Johnson picked that moment to
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start singing that song “Cecilia, you’re breaking my heart...” and I
just snapped, turned around, flung the most vile word I knew.
“Buttercream,” I called him.
For a second he looked genuinely confused, but he’d been
waiting all week for some sort of reaction and decided not to waste
it. He rushed me and knocked me on my back, and then there was
a circle of guys around us, and we were going at it hard, and he was
a wiry fucker and strong as hell, but I had thirty pounds on him and
within a couple minutes I was sitting on his chest, his hands pinned
underneath me, and after all the exertion I started coughing and saw
his eyes go wide and wild, and I rode his terror like a surfer, ripped
off his mask and used a bicep to drag mine down around my neck,
and then I coughed a full fifteen seconds into his face until he
stopped thrashing and began to cry, and then I saw the circle around
us had expanded, the other guys making space—retreating to their
trucks—but some of them couldn’t look away, walking backwards
with their hands held out, their heads shaking no, the horror in their
eyes.
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A couple weeks later I was at the kitchen table when I heard a thud,
like a bird had flown into the window.Another smack and I caught
a glimpse of sneaker sole peeling off the glass.Another one and the
window cracked.Then all was quiet.Then a rock shattered the pane,
bounced off my refrigerator.
White fingertips with black nail polish reached in around the
shards, unlocked the window, and pulled the frame up. Converse
All-Stars landed on my kitchen counter again.
“You broke my window,” I said, took a drag off my cigarette.
“Fuck you, it’s my window,” she said.Vanessa jumped down to
the floor and coughed, waved a hand in front of her face. “Why’d
you lock it?”
“Wanted to see what you’d do,” I said, couldn’t help smiling.
“What I’d do?” Her blue eyes were boiling pools in her snowwhite face.“What I’d do is get my goddamn money.”
“You mean your dad’s money,” I said.
She shuffled my kitchen drawers open, didn’t respond until she
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found the ATM envelope, shoved it into her jeans pocket. “Same
thing,” she said.
“You used to be such a nice girl,” I said.
“You used to drop off the rent upstairs like a normal fucking
person,” she said.
“Yeah well, the lights used to come on when I flipped the
switch too,” I said, coughed up some phlegm and drank it down
with a swallow of Jim Beam.
“We’re working on it,”Vanessa said.
“How many weeks to pick up the phone and call an electrician?”
“You think I like doing homework by candlelight? I don’t find
that shit romantic,” she shot back.“My dad still thinks he can fix it
himself.” She pointed at the sink full of dishes. “You’re a mess,
Charlie,” she changed the subject. “Get it together.We don’t want
rats.”
“You mean ‘more rats,’” I said.
“Whatever,” she said, glanced at the glass chips around the
window and thought twice about her exit. “Clean that shit up or
I’m not coming over anymore,” she said and went to the front door.
“Forgetting something?” I said, pointing at the Goofy keychain
sitting on the table in front of me.
She looked back. “Yeah, I am,” she said, walking up close so I
could see her tummy through the rips in her KISS t-shirt, a new
belly button ring catching a light beam and sparkling in the
shadows.
She snatched the bottle of Beam off the table and rushed back
to the door.“This is for the window you made me break,” she said,
shaking the bottle at me.
My tired legs had gotten me all of an inch off the chair. I sat
back down.“You be careful with that, little girl,” I said.
“Yeah, you be careful too,” she said, swinging the door open.
“I’ve been feeling crappy so my dad made me get tested and guess
what? I’ve got the plague. For all I know, you gave it to me with all
that smoking and coughing,” she accused, but then her gaze got far
away. “Could have been Ricky I suppose,” she said as she walked
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out. “Or maybe Jimmy,” she muttered and slammed the door shut
behind her.
I drained my whiskey glass and checked my phone for texts—
nothing—but it started buzzing in my hand. Morris calling. I picked
up.
“What you up to?” he said.
“You know what day it is,” I said.
“Yeah, I know.We gotta talk.You home?”
“Not for long,” I said.“A pressing matter to tend to.”
“Chuck, this is important—” Morris said, so I hung up, got my
wallet and keys.
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Small crowd for Cheryl’s—even for a Wednesday—but there were
still half a dozen guys hanging around the tables by the front door
propped open with aYellow Pages from 1992, a nasty breeze of alley
air pushing into the place like a fart trying to squeeze back into an
asshole. Cheryl was busy bringing the drunks as many $2 bottles of
Bud as they could suck down before 9 p.m. when the price went
up a buck, but she’d left the bottle of Beam on the bar in front of
me.
Every glass I poured, I glanced at my phone for texts, but
nothing.
Someone sat down a few stools over. I looked at the Miller
High Life mirror behind the bar and saw my new companion was
wearing the fashion of the time: face mask making him just another
sloppily dressed surgeon.
“Let me ask you something,” I said to the newcomer. “How
you plan on getting any drinking done with that mask on?”
“I’m not staying long,” he said.
“Just here to see the sights?”
“Here to tell you to leave town,” he said. “Chuck, you should
get gone.”
“Morris?”
He gave an exasperated snort, pulled his mask down for a fraction of a second to show me the bushy mustache that had hidden
Mo’s thin lips for the past 15 years, and I suddenly recognized the
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Cardinals jacket with the faded elbows, the rest of his outfit too. Mo
slapped the mask over his mouth and nose again, smoothing his
fingers around the edges to seal it against his skin.
“Knew you’d be here. How the fuck is this place even open?”
Morris said, his eyes darting around.“Latest outbreak, I thought they
closed the bars.”
“Take it easy, Mo,” I said and slid the bottle of Beam down the
bar.
“Take it easy? News says this virus changes your DNA or uses
your DNA or some shit like that, and you want me to take it easy?”
He shook his head.“Listen, Darlene says Jim Johnson is talking some
crazy shit about you.”
“Yeah? Haven’t seen him since they canned my ass.What’s my
old friend up to these days?”
“Canned his ass, too. The build’s way behind, but you and
him—that type of trouble they don’t need,” Morris said.“Hell of a
time to be out of work. His girlfriend just had a baby—a little girl.”
I blew out a long, slow exhale and noticed Morris lean away.
“Congratulations,” I said.
“Yes and no,” Morris said.“She’s a preemie and the docs won’t
let him anywhere near the kid on account of the shit you might
have coughed into his face.”
“So let the fucker get tested.”
“He’s scared what it’ll say. It’s not just the doctors. His girlfriend’s gone nuts—high off baby hormones, talking ‘unfit father’
stuff. She’s saying if the test comes back positive, he won’t ever get
to see his girl. It’s their first kid, Chuck.”
“So what?”
“So he’s talking crazy shit. Revenge shit. Baseball bats, knives,
Molotov cocktails.”
“Blah blah blah,” I said. “I catch worse smack-talk walking to
the corner store.”
“Listen to me, Chuck: this fucker’s crazy for real. He’s done
serious time.And he asked Darlene for your address.”
“And she gave it to him?”
“They used to fuck.”
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“You talk about your wife that way?”
“It’s true,” Mo shrugged. “I can’t account for her bad taste
before this prince rode into her life,” he said, pointing his thumbs
at his chest.
“Yeah? Do all princes lose half their paycheck on poker every
month?”
“Fuck off,” he said.“Besides, he gave her a hundred bucks and
you know Darlene can’t resist the extra Amazon money.”
“Fuck,” I said, pulling the bottle of Beam back across the bar.
“You should skip town,” Morris said. “Nothing keeping you
here.”
“What about this drink?” I said, refilling my glass. “Besides,
where would I go?”
“Orlando, how ’bout?” Morris said. “Go see your daughter.
Celia could get Susie to give you the garage for a few weeks.You
could find a new job—do something with that fancy finance
degree.”
“Great plan, but Mr. and Mrs. Buttercream sold the house in
Orlando,” I said.“They bought a condo in Miami and just finished
a tough bathroom remodel. I couldn’t impose after all they’ve been
through, what with the contractor messing up the heated floors and
all.
“Anyway, Celia moved out,” I continued.“Last address I got for
her, she’s in Atlanta now.”
“Moved out?” Morris said. “Baby girl done moved out? Jesus,
how long’s it been?”
I took a pull off my drink and let the question rot for a minute.
“She’s nineteen today,” I finally answered.“Happy birthday, little
girl,” I toasted my reflection in the mirror.
“Can’t believe it,” Morris said, shook his head. “Look, all I’m
saying is that Jim Johnson’s got a head full of bad brains, bad ideas,
and your address.”
He stood up, took a step closer with his hand out to give me a
pat on the back, but thought twice and put it in his pocket instead.
“Good luck, Chuck,” he said, walked away.
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Cheryl’s was a hole in the wall of an alley stuffed with trash, which
was half of why I loved the place: it always felt so good to leave.The
other half was the whiskey, of course, which was cheap and strong
and rinsed off my mind enough so that I could enjoy the walk
home, appreciate those beautiful stars above—even though they
sparkled like the belly button rings of cruel teenage landlords or the
fake diamond earrings of sweet little daughters long since grown
up.
But a couple blocks from home some ripples started getting in
the way, shimmying the stars like the heat rising off asphalt on a
summer day. I kept walking and smoke stained the clouds gray, kept
on and there came that crisp campfire smell and the sound of water
gushing. I turned the corner onto Truman and saw the firetrucks
flashing, slopping red and blue light onto my neighbors’ faces
poking out their front doors and watching the firefighters doing
their grim, wet work on my house.
The fire was raging fully up and down the place, from the roof
ablaze to the flames licking out that lonely window in the basement,
my apartment finally become the hell it had always felt like.
“Vanessa!” I shouted and ran forward, but the cops held me back.
“Easy, buddy,” they kept saying, putting soft hands on me that
stiffened when they smelled my breath full of whiskey.
“Vanessa!” I shouted.“Vanessa, where are you?”
But no one knew so I started swatting at the hands on me,
which made the cops’ grips get rough and one of them started
touching his belt, but before anything could get out of hand, a paramedic jogged up and said,“She’s over here, man! Follow me!”
So I shook free and ran after the guy, who led me to the back
of an ambulance whereVanessa was wrapped in a tinfoil blanket and
taking pulls off an oxygen mask.
“Charlie!” she coughed.
“You okay?” I asked.
“I’m okay,” she said.“The house—”
“Where’s your dad?” I asked.
She shook her head slowly, hypnotized by the orange inferno
reflected in her blue eyes.
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“Vanessa, where’s Raul?” I insisted.
“He’s at Tina’s. He left this morning soon as I got the Covid
results. But he’s on his way back now.”
Shuffling in his bag on the ground, the paramedic shot a look at
Vanessa, reached up to touch his mask, and knee-walked a few
inches further away.
“They say the fire probably started in the basement,”Vanessa
sobbed.
My hands clamped into fists.
“The firefighters said so?” I said.
“Yeah, they say otherwise it woulda taken longer to work its
way down. Charlie, I’m so—”
“You were home when it started?”
“Yeah.”
“Did you hear anything? Bottle smash? Car driving up? Car
peeling off?”
“I’m so sorry, Charlie,” she said. “If you’da been asleep down
there—”
“Vanessa,” I grabbed her shoulder and shook her a little. “Did
you hear anything? Bottle? Car? Anything?”
“I dunno,” she said.“I had my headphones on.Why would—if
it was the electrical stuff—why—what did you do, Charlie?”
I stomped a few yards down the street, dialed Morris, and
watched the fire while the phone rang. Something inside me was
relieved to be free of it all—button-up shirts I hadn’t worn in a year,
wedding ring I still hadn’t pawned, Celia’s Disney junk that not
even Vanessa wanted anymore—but hearing the girl coughing and
crying in the background, rage infected even that small, cool piece
of me.
Four rings and Mo picked up.
“You on the highway yet?” he yawned.“Can the goodbyes wait
’til tomorrow?”
“Put Darlene on,” I said.
“Why you want—”
“Put her on,” I said.
Morris sighed.“Here,” I heard him say.“It’s Chuck.”
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“Hey,” Darlene got on the line, still halfway dreaming.
“Hey yourself,” I said.“You put a sick dog on my tail.”
“It’s not like that.”
“The hell it isn’t,” I said. “Give me his info. I want his address,
phone number.”
“I can’t just—”
“Hundred bucks,” I said.
She paused.“Two hundred.”
“Fuck you, HR lady. I know your price. You should go to
prison selling my confidential information. Go get his motherfucking details.”
Behind her grumbling, I heard her get out of bed and a
keyboard clacking. Before long, my phone buzzed with Jim
Johnson’s info coming through.
“Put Mo back on,” I said, and Darlene handed the phone back
to Morris.
“Chuck, don’t go doing anything—”
“The poker money you owe me,” I said.“That’s Darlene’s now.”
“But that’s only forty bucks.You said a hundred.”
“Maybe she wants to give me a discount considering she
mighta gotten me killed tonight. Or maybe you want to make up
the difference.Your call.Who am I to get between a man and his
wife?”
I hung up.
Jim Johnson’s house was in a bad neighborhood but it was bigger
than he deserved, brown brick and bay windows that looked into
his dining room. I stood on the hill across the street and looked
through those windows at a dining table large enough to fit twelve
apostles, but currently featuring just one useless fucker laying his
head on the tabletop, asleep with his face cradled in the crook of his
arm, crumpled beer cans all around him.
I put the gasoline can on the ground beside me and played with
the Bic lighter in my pants pocket. I took a gulp of night air, pulled
out my phone, and dialed Jim Johnson’s number, watched the phone
on his dining table start vibrating and his hand shoot forward to
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snag it. He hit the “talk” button and pulled it to his face, which I
could now see was wet with tears, fucking baby.
“Jessica?” he said.
“No, not Jessica,” I said.“You know who this is?”
“Yeah,” he snarled like he was ready to pounce, but I could see
him still laid out on the dining table like an ugly placemat. “You
scared, motherfucker?”
“Did you do it?”
“I’m gonna do every last thing I can think of,” he said.“When
I’m through with you, you’re gonna beg me to end you.”
“Pipe down, little doggy,” I said. “Answer me. Did you do it?”
“Do what?”
“Did you almost kill my landlord’s daughter tonight?”
“What?” he said and sat upright in his chair.
“I heard all about your Molotov cocktail talk. Did you set my
house on fire, motherfucker?” I said.
Jim Johnson was quiet, ran his fingers through his hair.
“I do a lot of things I don’t remember,” he said eventually.
“What’s it look like?”
“What’s what look like?”
“My house that you don’t remember burning down.What’s it
look like?”
“What you did to me, you deserve every last fucking thing that
happens to you,” he said. “What if I did burn your house down?”
My phone buzzed in my hand with a text message coming
through. I took the phone away from my ear to check it.Area code
678.
My hand trembled.Atlanta had never come calling before.
I took a deep breath and clicked it open.There was no text, just
a picture: a close-up of one of Celia’s beautiful brown ears with a
pinprick of sparkle—one of the diamond earrings I’d sent for her
birthday. The smallest chips of stone that the store sold, but they
were real.
I clasped my hands together, kissed the phone between my
palms, and aimed a little prayer at the stars above.
“Beautiful. You deserve better. Happy birthday little girl,” I
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wrote back, then wondered if she’d become the type of woman
who’d take offense at that, sent another quick text: “Not so little
anymore.”
I stood there for a while stunned by my good fortune, heard an
owl asking,“who?” and wanted to shout back,“me!”At some point,
I noticed Jim Johnson’s voice rattling on and put the phone back to
my ear.
“You hear me? I’m going to wreck you,” he was saying. “You
cost me my lady, my baby—”
I looked across the street and saw him pacing around the dining
room table, his free hand a fist pounding the tabletop with every
step.
“Not yet, I didn’t,” I said.
He stopped in his tracks.“Yeah?”
“Yeah, you still got a chance.”
In all that hot angry air blowing across his face, I watched a
kernel of hope explode like popcorn.
“How’s that?” he asked.
“I’ll take the test first,” I said.“If I don’t have it, then you don’t
have it, right? You’ve been careful otherwise?”
He was quiet for a minute. I could hear him breathing short and
shallow.
“And what if you do?” he said.
“Then you need to be a man, keep your ass away from your
baby for a few weeks, and work things out with your woman.You
see any other option?”
“I guess not,” Jim Johnson blinked his big wet eyes, wiped some
new tears from his face.“Why would you help me?” he said.
“Maybe because I have a daughter too,” I said, and I saw his
head drop to his chest, shaking with a few silent sobs.
“Or maybe it’s because my house just burned down and I need
somewhere to crash,” I continued. “I’m gonna hit the pharmacy
now. I’ll be over your place in an hour. Get the guest room ready,
motherfucker.”
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disc jockey in Iceland and a warship captain who
has sailed the globe.He lives in Southern California
with his wife,stepson and three dogs.“BarbedWire
Fence” is his first published work of fiction.
Julia L. Offen (M.F.A., Ph.D.) is a writer, anthropologist, and editor living in beautiful coastal
California after years spent trotting across North
America and Europe. Her creative prose has been
published in Green Mountains Review, Ethnography, The Chronicle of Higher Education, Rum Punch
Press, The Journal of Compressed Creative Arts, and Anthropology and
Humanism. She earned her M.F.A. from the University of California,
Irvine. Now, she is the creative ethnographic prose editor for the
journal Anthropology and Humanism. She spent two years with her dog
living and working with traveling circuses across Europe, which may
perhaps explain some things.
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Emilee Prado is an American writer whose fiction
and essays have been published in a variety of
international literary journals. Emilee holds a
master’s in creative writing from the University
of Edinburgh and lives in ever-shifting locations
in the US and abroad. You can find her online
at emileepradoauthor.com or on Instagram: @_emilee_prado_.
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Henry Presente’s short story collection is Personal
Earthquakes (Czykmate Productions, 2018). His
tall tales have been published with Harpur
Palate, The Columbia Review, The MacGuffin,
Prime Number Magazine, SmokeLong Quarterly,
and others. He has been nominated for the Pushcart Prize, helped save enough energy to power 1 million homes for
1 year, and once led a spontaneously formed conga line—fearlessly
and with no regard for tomorrow. Find him online at
www.HenryPresente.com and @HenryPresente on Twitter.
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Publisher/Editor Joe Ponepinto is a Seattle area writer and editor.
He is the author of the novels Mr. Neutron and Curtain Calls, as well
as dozens of short stories published in the U.S., Europe, and
Australia. A former journalist, graphic artist, and political speechwriter, he abandoned those pursuits 15 years ago to pursue his love
of creative writing.
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Publisher/Editor Zachary Kellian is an author of flash fiction,
short stories, and novels. He has been published in various journals
and was a finalist for the Ernest Hemingway Foundation’s Short
Story of the Year in 2016. His non-fiction writing career has
included work as a contributor for The Huffington Post and Buzzfeed.
He recently concluded a national public-speaking tour on the
complexities of intergenerational communication.
Co-Editor Renee Jackson is a multi-disciplinary artist currently
splitting time between the US and Argentina. She has a passion for
new work and a background in theatre where she has had the
pleasure of assisting in the literary development and staging of
several plays including (Non)Fiction (Jillian Leff),The Wildling (CJ
Chapman), Minotaur (Teagan Walsh-Davis), and Gothic Arch
(Jeffrey Fiske).

Readers
David Anderson is a writer of short fiction. While primarily
focusing on short stories, his interest in flash fiction sparked while
studying at Hugo House in Seattle. A recent finalist in a national
flash fiction competition, he continues to study and challenge
himself within a small group of emerging writers. David has also
been a panelist at Pacific Northwest Writers Conference and
Emerald City Comic Con.
Thomas Kenneth Anderson was born in South Bend, Indiana,
raised in Romeo, Michigan, and currently resides in Tacoma,Washington. He’s a Western Michigan University graduate working as a
paper engineer. His focus is on flash and short fiction, with a background in journalism and satire. He enjoys mountains, beaches and
fantasy baseball.
Ai Jiang (@AiJiang_) is a Chinese-Canadian literary and speculative writer. She graduated with a BA in Literature from the
University of Toronto and is a current student at the Humber
School for Writers. Her work has appeared or is forthcoming in
Maudlin House, Haunted Waters Press, Beyond Words Magazine, and
elsewhere. Find her online at aijiang.ca.
Zoë Mikel-Stites is a freelance fiction author and copywriter.With
a background in theater, she had the chance to study visual storytelling, and the interaction of story and audience up close. She has
a passion for science fiction and fantasy, and any medium that can
tell a good story.
Ronak Patel is an educational researcher, telling stories through
data. His research interests include racism in education and the
model minority myth, and he has published work for non-profits,
school districts, and state agencies in Washington and Hawaii. He
also writes fiction and is currently exploring the South Asian American experience.
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Marci Pliskin writes fiction and non-fiction. Her work has
appeared in Cottonwood (University of Kansas) and on MSNBC.com.
She lives with her family in Seattle. She is a 2019 New Millennium
Writers Finalist in Non-Fiction.
Lauren Voeltz lives with her family in northern Minnesota. She
writes short fiction and is working on her debut fantasy novel.
When she’s not writing, and especially when she is, Lauren drinks
copious amounts of coffee. She also enjoys reading fantasy, especially books by Brandon Sanderson and Sabaa Tahir. She grew up
on the Leech Lake Indian Reservation in Minnesota, and is a registered member of the Ste. Sault Marie tribe in Michigan. She earned
her Bachelor’s Degree in Psychology at the University of North
Dakota.
_____________
Isabel Armiento (staff emeritus) studies English at the University
of Toronto, where she is Editor-in-Chief of a campus newspaper and
actively involved in several other campus publications. Her work has
been published or is pending publication in Submittable,The Mighty
Line, Adroit Journal, Antithesis Journal, and elsewhere, and she was a
winner of the Hart House Literary Competition for prose fiction.
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Orca is about fiction. Short stories and flash.We are a literary
journal and we believe in the literary style of writing.
We still believe writing can be fun, too.
Orca is published three times a year.The March and November
issues contain literary work, some of which includes speculative
elements, and July is our designated literary-speculative issue.
All the work we publish comes through the submission portal.
Fiction published in Orca may be nominated for anthologies such
as Best American Short Stories, Best Small Fictions, the Pushcart Prize,
and others. In our first year one of our stories was selected for Best
Canadian Short Stories of 2020.
We are open year-round for submissions.
For complete guidelines please visit our site at orcalit.com
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